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ABSTRACT

BISHOP DANIEL PAYNE: EDUCATING BLACK SAINTS IN OHIO
Name: Harley, Danielle, Kurash
University of Dayton, 2002
Advisor: Dr. Sandra Yocum Mize
The African Methodist Episcopal Church gave rise to one of the pioneer educators
of the nineteenth century-Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne. Utilizing accepted
theological currents of nineteenth century American Christianity, Bishop Payne
constructed a theology which offered support for ministerial education and rejected
prevailing anti-intellectualism. While Payne experienced resistance to higher education
within the A.M.E. Church, he rose to the position of bishop. A life-long advocate of
education, Payne integrally shaped the foundation and early years of Wilberforce
University.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Union Seminary was founded under the sponsorship of the African Methodist
Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church in 1844. Specifically, the Ohio Conference of the A.M.E.
Church met in Columbus on October 18, 1844, and a committee was formed to select a
site and erect a seminary and manual training school. Union Seminary was the first
seminary erected in the United States that had as its principle aim the education of
African American ministers. The original site was near West Jefferson, Ohio. Under
financial constraints, Union Seminary closed in 1859. Wilberforce University, located in
Xenia, Ohio, also had as its chief goal the education of blacks. Because of the Civil War,
declining enrollment, and debts, Wilberforce was closed and a new owner was sought. In
1863, Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne, purchased Wilberforce University, which had
been incorporated under the Methodist Episcopal (M.E.) Church on August 30, 1856.
Bishop Payne became the new president of Wilberforce University and the A.M.E
Church sold Union Seminary. The faculty, students, and proceeds of Union Seminary
then merged with Wilberforce University. At the time, Wilberforce University
emphasized the training and preparation of African Americans for ministry. In 1866,
Wilberforce University created a theological department and in1870 the board of trustees
initiated a plan to establish a separate theological institution. From this theology
department, Payne Theological Seminary arose. In 1894, Payne Theological Seminary
was incorporated as an independent institution.

1

2
This brief history introduces several questions which were the foundation of the
present study. What were other Christian denominations doing in the nineteenth century
concerning ministerial education? How did Bishop Payne become so involved with these
foundational events and what were his influences? Several localized histories have been
written about the founding of the historical Union Seminary and Wilberforce University.
However, none of these histories integrated these localized events with a wider analysis
of educational trends in nineteenth century Christianity or fully investigated Payne's own
motivations for so strongly promoting higher education. Therefore, in addition to
narrating a comprehensive early history of Union Seminary and Wilberforce University,
the present study surveys African American religious history in the United States in order
to paint the landscape in which the above events took place. The present study also
focuses on the person and career of Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne while investigating
his unique theology of education. In conjunction with an examination of ministerial
education within the African Methodist Episcopal Church's tradition, a wider
comparative analysis was conducted including ministerial education within popular
Christian evangelical communities of the nineteenth century.
As Ohio celebrates its bicentennial, local and state historians strive to present
more accurate and affirmative portraits of Black Ohioans who have shaped the state. I
have endeavored to join these scholars and have conscientiously sought primary sources
from nineteenth century people of color whenever available. When these sources were
unavailable, I critically analyzed contemporary historical accounts, being especially
suspect of interpretations which relegated African Americans to objectified roles in their
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own history. The present study seeks to present a factual and positive history and
interpretation of a significant piece of African American religious history.
In order to provide a broad background to the more specific historical analysis in
following chapters, chapter two is devoted to black religious history in the American
colonies up to the nineteenth century. Beginning with an analysis of African religious
traditions in the American colonies, this section discusses the religious revivals of the
eighteenth century, slave insurrections, and the development of the independent African
Church movement. This chapter also reviews resistance to white attempts to control
black religious experiences.
The following chapter, entitled "The Case of Union Seminary and Wilberforce
University," outlines the historical details that led to the founding of these schools
dedicated to the education of people of color in the nineteenth century. An investigation
of the racial climate of Southwestern Ohio, with specific attention being paid to the
Cincinnati area, is presented. A brief history of education within the A.M.E. church is
also offered. In addition to treating Wilberforce University and Union Seminary's
founding histories, the present study details each institution's faculty, curricula and
students.
After specifying the early histories of Wilberforce University and Union
Seminary, the present study devotes chapter four to an investigation of educational trends
within the evangelical tradition. First, nineteenth century evangelical anti-intellectualism
is firmly established. Resources reflecting educational currents within the Baptist and
Methodist Episcopal traditions, denominations which enjoyed great success in the
nineteenth century, are investigated. Chapter four concludes with a treatment of two of
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Bishop Payne's contemporaries, Joseph Price and Isaac Lane, both educational pioneers
within the independent African Church movement. The career's of Lane and Price offer
evidence that Payne was certainly not alone as a black religious leader in supporting of
higher education for African Americans and rejecting the prevailing anti-intellectualism
of nineteenth century America.
Finally, the present study concludes with an in-depth analysis of the education
and career of Bishop Daniel Payne. This chapter focuses on his early childhood,
religious formation, rise to ordination within the episcopate of the A.M.E. Church and his
unique call to become an educator. The analysis closes with an examination of Payne's
theology of education. Payne utilized commonly held theological concepts of the
nineteenth century to combat the equally revered anti-intellectualism of his day. Through
his understanding of rational orthodoxy, Christian perfection, and humanity's role in
God's moral government, Payne constructed a revolutionary theology of education which
stressed piety and discipline.
The present study seeks to establish that Bishop Daniel Payne was a educational
pioneer in a variety of ways. First, Payne's commitment to education historically
supercedes similar efforts by other black religious leaders which began after the Civil
War. Second, while Payne's efforts were followed by other leaders of the independent
African Church movement, namely Joseph Price and Isaac Lane, Payne's theology of
education, the very reason he so strenuously objected to an untrained ministry, was not
echoed by these men. Lastly, Payne remained significantly attached to his Methodist
upbringing. Payne's treatment of the tradition, however, was creative. Drawing on his
own experience as a black leader in a racist country, Payne innovatively manipulated the
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Methodist tradition, especially the doctrine of sanctification, towards his liberating goal
of higher education. Firmly believing that Christian perfection was only attainable
through the rigors of higher education, Payne strove to provide that opportunity for an
entire race.

CHAPTER II
BLACK RELIGIOUS HISTORY THROUGH THE 19TH CENTURY

African Traditions in the American Colonies
Slave religion in the Americas uniquely integrated traditional African spirituality
with Christianity; it does not follow, however, that slaves from Africa would have been
completely unfamiliar with Christianity upon their arrival in the American colonies. The
case has been made that Christianity is semi-indigenous to Africa and may be regarded as
the third major religion of the continent. 1 The first recorded African Christian church
was established in Egypt as early as 42 C.E. 2 Christianity flourished among Egypt's
native population, the Copts, and was therefore associated with the lower levels of
society. In Ethiopia, however, Christianity became integrally linked with the royalty. 3
Tradition recalls that Christianity was introduced to the royal court by two men of Tyre
who were aboard a distressed ship which came ashore on its way to India. The crew and
passengers were killed, except for the two men, Frumentius and Aedesius, who were
taken to the king who befriended them. That king's son, Ezana, became the first
Christian king in Africa around 330 C.E. 4 In the sixth century, the first Christian church

1

Gayraud Wilmore, Black Religion and Black Radicalism: an interpretation of the religious
history of African Americans (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 2000) 7. Wilmore names African Traditional
Religion and Judaism as the first and second great religions of the continent respectively. Wilmore
discusses Islam as the fourth great religion of Africa, primarily because its inception into the continent was
after the first three, in 640. See pp. 1-21 for a more in depth analysis of these religious traditions in early
Africa.
2
Wilmore, 7.
3
Wilmore, 7-8.
4
Wilmore, 8. The tradition does not, however, explain why these two men were spared from the
fate of the balance of the crew. Although the legend about the two men, the ship, and their inception into
the Ethiopian court cannot be substantiated, it remains historically clear that king Ezana underwent
Christian baptism in the 3 rd century C.E.

6

7

was established by Byzantine missionaries in Nubia, the lands south of Africa's First
Cataract. 5 While scholars can not be certain of the exact date of the downfall of
Christianity in Nubia, Christianity was the official religion of all three of Nubia's
kingdoms in 580 C.E. and flourished until as late as the 13 th century when the Christian
monarchy were replaced with Muslim kings.

6

th

Christianity made a second appearance in Africa in the 15 century via
Portuguese explorers traveling the coast of Africa. Members of the military order of
Christ sailed the coasts of Africa in the 15 th century in search of a new sea route to the
Indies, but also to connect with a legendary Christian king, Prester John. The Christian
military order hoped to establish an alliance with Prester John and initiate a joint
campaign against the Muslims in Africa. 7 This Portuguese mission led to the
enslavement of about 200 Africans of the Congo, presumably Muslim, who were
transported to Portugal. The crusade also led to the baptism of the king and queen of the
state of Congo, who took their Christian names of John and Leonora in 1492. 8
Additionally, many young African men of the privileged classes were sent to Rome to
9
train for holy orders in the 15 th and 16 th centuries. Therefore, Christianity was firmly

rooted in Africa prior to the mass exportation of enslaved Africans. For these reasons, it
is highly probable that at least some that made it through the Middle Passage were
already Christians or at least familiar with Christianity. Furthermore, the first slaves
brought to the American colonies were exported from the Caribbean, where they had

5

Wilmore, 10-11.
Wilmore, 12.
7
Albert Raboteau, Canaan Land: a religious history of African Americans (Oxford: Orbis, 1999)
6

4.
8
9

Wilmore, 16.
Wilmore. 16.

8

likely undergone Christian catechesis. 10 In Africa, there had been borrowing back and
forth between traditional African religious traditions and Christianity since the 11 th
century, and it should come as no surprise that this accommodation continued in the
Americas.
Few documents survive that explain exactly how Christianity was accommodated
by enslaved Africans once in the American colonies. For many reasons, virtually no
records exist of religious meetings held in the absence of whites. 11 The accommodation
of Christian and traditional African spirituality that took place in the majority of the
American colonies, which were an overwhelmingly Protestant environment, differed
dramatically to the type of integration than is seen in mostly Catholic Haiti, Brazil, and
Latin America. 12 African spirituality, however, was not a singular concept but rather
several distinct and complex systems associated with specific African societies. Jon
Butler contends these intricate religious systems did not survive slavery as systems; that
is, the distinct cosmology, "causality, and supernatural vitality" demonstrated by various
African societies were destroyed. 13 Specific African religious practices, however, most

IOWilmore, 27. Wilmore contends many of the first slaves to be transported to the North American
mainland were from the Antillean sub-region of the Caribbean making it "possible that some of them had
already made a partial transition from their native religion to Christianity prior to being evangelized on the
mainland" although there is also evidence that these slaves where just as likely to have been educated by
Muslims (pp. 27).
11
The absence of records to support these events does not preclude their existence. From what
follows it can be assumed that any such clandestine meetings intended to leave no evidence.
12
Raboteau, Canaan Land, 50-51. Notable Catholic enclaves in the future U.S. was Florida (under
the Spanish crown), Maryland and Southern Louisiana. In all of these locations early Black Catholic
communities are evident. In 1785, John Carroll, the first American bishop, reported that 3,000 of the almost
16, 000 Catholics in Maryland were slaves. For a more detailed analysis of early Catholic experiences
among African Americans see Albert J. Raboteau, "Minority within a Minority: The History of Black
Catholics in America," in A Fire in the Bones: Reflections on African-American Religious History, Boston:
Beacon Press, 1995, pp. 117-137.
13
Jon Butler, Awash in a Sea of Faith: Christianizing the American People (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1990) 159. Butler devotes a chapter, entitled "Slavery and the African Spiritual
Holocaust," to the complex early relationship between slavery and Christianity in the American colonies.
Butler demonstrates how Christianity uniquely shaped the type of slavery practiced in the eighteenth
century colonies, in addition to arguing that slaves experienced a "spiritual holocaust" in the American
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notably rituals associated with healing, death, and burial, endured among American
slaves.
The religious practices of slaves also included other faith traditions, such as
conjure and Islam. Muslim slaves, however, were few in number. Although isolated in
an overwhelmingly Protestant environment, evidence survives in support of small
communities of black Muslims who preserved their faith in the colonies in whatever
ways they could. 14 Another convention, enjoying much stronger numbers of devotees,
was the tradition of conjure. Described as a "combination of religion, medicine, magic
and folklore," 15 conjure appealed to slaves for several reasons, but especially for its
prescriptive nature for curing infirmity or hardship. Although Christian slaves sometimes
identified the tradition of conjure as evil or associated it with the devil, many conjurers
attributed their gifts of healing to God.

16

Islam and conjurer clearly offered religious

opportunities other than Christianity for many slaves.
Some enslaved Africans rejected Christianity specifically because it was the
religion of their captors. One former slave and reverend, Peter Randolph, stated that
"[t]he Gospel was so mixed with slavery, that the people could see no beauty in it, and
feel no reverence for it. ..... such a Gospel had better be buried in oblivion, for it makes

colonies before the mid-eighteenth century. Between 1740-1770, when family structures became more
common among slaves, colonial slaves developed a secular culture. Only after developing a secular slave
culture, Butler argues, did slaves turn to Christianity. See Butler, 127-163.
14
Raboteau, Canaan Land, 49-50. Raboteau records that portions of the autobiography of one
such Muslim slave, Umar ibn Said, of North Carolina, have survived which tell of his experience in a
largely Christian environment.
15
Raboteau, Canaan Land, 51.
1
6Raboteau, Canaan Land, 52.

10
more heathens than Christians." 17 In fact, until the religious revivals of the middle of the
eighteenth century, notable numbers of enslaved blacks rejected Christianity.
The Reli gious Revival of the 18 th century
Christian revivals in the American colonies began in 1739. Prior to the revivals,
missionaries had little success with converting African-born slaves. Several trends
contributed to negative responses among slaves. First, instruction of slaves was difficult
in the south since white missionaries had little contact with blacks--large groups of slaves
were often completely isolated from outside contact on rice and cotton plantations.
Furthermore, many African-born slaves never learned English well enough to receive
Christian instruction. As noted above, even if missionaries could secure access to slaves
for instructions, slaves regularly rejected the Christian message because it was the
religion of their oppressors. Not until the eighteenth century revivals did significant
numbers of slaves accept Christianity.
The revival period succeeded among slaves for several reasons. First, where
earlier attempts had required a lengthy process of memorization and education, revival
ministers focused on the immediate experience of knowing God. The revivals stressed
dramatic experiences with God, requiring only testimony of conversion for baptism. In
valuing the experience over knowledge of God through learning, revivals also diminished
the significance of social status and wealth. At the revivals the poor, illiterate and
enslaved were permitted to preach and publicly pray as religious leaders. Therefore, all
levels of society were invited to participate as equals in the revivals-an equality directly
17

Peter Randolph, "Plantation Churches: Visible and Invisible," from Slave Cabin to the Pulpit,
The Autobiography of Reverend Peter Randolph: The Southern Question Illustrated and Sketches of Slave
Life (Boston: James H. Earle, 1893) 196-204. Reprinted in African American Religious History: A
Documentary Witness, second edition, edited by Milton C. Sernett (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
1999) 63-68.
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in conflict with the tenets of slavery and the racism which upheld that system.

18

Although

the spirit of equality pervaded the revivals, the denominations did not begin to license
black preachers until after the American Revolution. 19
Revivals continued after the American Revolution, and increasing numbers of
slaves were drawn to Christian denominations through the excitement of the revival
atmosphere. The Baptists and Methodists especially earned numerous black members
during this period. The Baptist and Methodist revivals associated conversion experiences
with ecstatic bodily experiences, such as shouting, fainting, clapping and dancing. It
seems that many slaves "encountered a form of Protestant worship that resembled the
religious celebrations of their African homelands. The similarity between African and
revival styles of worship made Christianity seem more familiar to the slaves and helped
them to make sense of this new (sic) religion in terms of their old own." 20
Control over Black Religious Experiences and Resistance
Various attempts were made to control how slaves worshipped. Requiring slaves
to secure permission to attend worship services was a common practice. One former
slave observed, "[o]n the Sabbath, after doing their morning work, and breakfast over
(such as it was), that portion of the slaves who belong to the church ask of the overseer
permission to attend meeting. If he is in mood to grant their request, he writes them a
pass ... " 21

Rather than permit slaves to travel on Sunday, some slaveholders erected

meeting houses on their own property and hired a preacher to instruct the slaves. Such
masters likely required slaves on the plantation to attend services, although the

18

Raboteau, Canaan Land, 15-17.
Wilmore,28.
20
Raboteau, Canaan Land, 18.
21
Randolph, 66.
19

12

experience was overwhelmingly of segregated seating. Some slaveholders may have
instituted their own plantation church with the sincere intent of providing Christian
instruction; yet, many slaveholders undoubtedly enjoyed the security of controlling what
was preached to the slaves. The theology of these plantation preachers almost always
integrated obedience to master and admonishment against stealing. One ex-slave
reminisced,
[m]any say the Negroes receive religious education-that Sabbath worship
is instituted for them as for others, and were it not for slavery, they would
die in their sins-that really, the institution of slavery is a benevolent
missionary enterprise. Yes, they are preached to ... The prominent
preaching to the slaves was 'Servants, obey your master. Do not steal or
lie, for this is very wrong. Such conduct is sinning against the Holy

Ghost, and is base ingratitude to your kind masters, who feed, clothe and
protect you.

,22

Many slaves hungered for a different message, and noting the hypocrisy of such teaching,
developed their own system of ethical behavior. 23 Although some preachers with
abolitionist leanings may have selected alternative messages, their placement among the
slaves was almost certainly short-lived. 24
Slaves were not permitted to hold meetings of any type on most plantations and
therefore assembled clandestinely in swamps or in abandoned cabins. One former slave
testified, "[i]n some places, if the slaves are caught praying to God [in a gathering], they

22

Randolph, 63-64.
Many slaves rejected admonitions against stealing because they themselves were stolen and
because often stealing was a means to survival. Lying to secure survival under the system of slavery was
also ethical. Notably, stealing from another slave was seen as extremely unethical. See Wilmore, 30-36 for
a treatment of slave communities' ethics of sin.
24
Peter Randolph reports that one such preacher, a Mr. L. Hanner once preached on the text "The
Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach deliverance to the captives, he hath
sent me to bind up the broken-hearted" in Prince George county of Virginia. He was soon "mobbed" and
"had to flee for his life, and all for preaching a true Gospel to the colored people." Randolph, 66.
23
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are whipped more than if they had committed a great crime." 25

Slave communities

developed elaborate methods of arranging for these secretive meetings. Those arriving
first to the location might break boughs of trees to discretely indicate the direction others
should follow to the meeting. 26 Not attracting attention of the white slaveholders and
overseers was of ultimate importance. Slaves often used a laundry pot, turned over and
located in the center of a room or clearing, as a method of keeping the religious meetings
quiet. 27 A clearing used for such a meeting was accordingly called a "hush-harbor."
Spirituals, such as "Steal Away to Jesus," were multivalent songs--expressing a spiritual
meaning and serving as a call to worship that would not be understood by overseers.

28

During the actual worship experience, preaching by many members of the gathering
might be heard, along with singing and praying. Songs used in worship were most often
composed by the slaves themselves and described their own sufferings and Christian
theology.
Many slaveholders feared that a slave's Christian baptism might compel them to
release the slaves. The custom of releasing baptized slaves had precedent and was
practiced in Africa by the Portuguese, but was never overwhelmingly practiced in the
American colonies. 29 Thus, baptismal rites for slaves were sometimes altered to insure

25

Randolph, 68.
Randolph, 67.
27
In 1968, Sister Kelly, a former slave, discusses her participation in secretive religious gatherings
as a young girl. She recalls, "Well, we used to have little singing and praying like good ole time revival;
and we would take pots and put then right in the middle of the floor to keep the sound in the room; yeah,
keep the white folks from meddling. Yes'm, the sound will stay right in the room after you do that. Well,
we allus used these old house wash pots like you boil clothes in, you know. Just turn one down in the
middle of the floor, that was sufficient." Sister Kelly, "Proud of That 'Ole Time' Religion," in Unwritten
History of Slavery: Autobiographical Accounts of Negro Ex-slaves, transcript by Ophelia Settle Egypt
(Washington, D.C.: Microcard Editions, 1968) 81-84. Reprinted in African American Religious History: A
Documentary Witness, second edition, edited by Milton C. Sernett (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
1999.) 70 (page citations are from the reprinted edition).
28
Raboteau, Canaan Land, 48.
29
Wilmore, 71.
26
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that those undergoing baptism were not seeking the rite to secure their freedom. For
example, a missionary in South Carolina required slaves to take the following oath at
their baptism:
Do you declare in the presence of God and before this Congregation that
you do not ask for the holy baptism out of any design to free yourself from
the Duty and Obedience that you owe your Master while you live, but
merely for the good of Your Soul and to partake of the Graces and
30
Blessings promised to the members of the Church of Jesus Christ.

The doctrinal question of baptism's effect on freedom was prevalent among slaves and
slaveholders alike-the popular rumor in 1730 in colonial Virginia held that a recently
arrived Colonel Spotswood had been authorized by the king of England to free all
baptized slaves. 31 The matter was widely debated in churches and the civil court in the
eighteenth century. 32
Despite such attempts to control black religious experiences and hide liberating
aspects of Christianity, black created their own Christian communities on the plantations
of the south. Clearly, unsupervised black worship experiences survived despite white
efforts to squelch such meetings. Slaves overwhelmingly rejected the hypocritical
message of the plantation preacher and constructed their own ethical system. White
attempts to control Christianity among black Americans would only increase in the mideighteenth century due to numerous occasions of insurrections associated with
clandestine worship meetings.

3

°R.aboteau, Canaan land, 16. Raboteau attributes this oath to the Anglican missionary Reverend
Francis Le Jau.
31
Wilmore, 71.
32
Wilmore. 71.
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Slave Insurrections with Religious Justifications
Attempts to censure black worship experience reveal the suspicion slaveholders
held for religious slaves. First, religion and education were integrally linked since
religious instruction proved to be the most common way for a slave to learn to read and
write. Second, Christianity served as a theological underpinning for numerous uprisings
among southern slaves. On December 6, 1831 the governor of Virginia, John Floyd,
conveyed to the state's legislature that rebelliousness among slaves was due primarily to
"Yankee peddlers and traders" teaching that "God was no respecter of persons" and that
"the white people rebelled against England to obtain freedom, so blacks have a right to do
so."33 With the notorious revolts of Nat Turner and Denmark Vesey, and other less wellknown events, white slaveholders came to see religious fervor coupled with education as
a dangerous combination.
Insurrections among slaves date to the earliest years of slavery. Such events
involved traditional African conjurers, black preachers, and at times revolutionary whites.
Religious factors are present in nearly every case. One of the earliest revolts against the
tyranny of slavery took place in northern Virginia in 1687 and was planned in connection
with "mass funerals that the slaves were permitted to hold during the early period. 34
Reports of the so-called Northern Neck rebellion are meager since no newspapers were
published in the American colonies at that time. It is known, however, that in addition to
a subsequent ban on such mass funerals, the leaders were arrested and killed. 35 In 1712,
New York City was the home of another well-know conspiracy associated with the
Cormamtee and Pappa Tribes from West Africa. This revolt, which resulted in the death
33

Wilmore, 55 .
Wilmore,70.
35
Wilmore,70.
34

16
of close to thirty people, integrated both Christian and conjurer traditions.

36

In 1739, a

slave uprising in Prince George County, Maryland was connected to the efforts of a
Catholic priest. Catholic clergy also prompted at least three similar events in South
Carolina between 1739 and 1740.

37

The nineteenth century saw several more extensive insurrection plots. A young
black slave designed a lesser known but notable effort, "probably the first well-planned,
consciously political revolution in a long history of slave uprisings,"

38

in the American

colonies outside Richmond, Virginia in the summer of 1800. A serious student of the
Bible, the slave's name was Gabriel. Through his study of Judges, Gabriel identified
himself as a "new black Samson" and the white slaveholders as modem Philistines.
Gabriel planned to attack the capital of Richmond, seize arms from the arsenal, raid the
treasury, and kill all the whites his militia might encounter. 39 Finally, Gabriel intended to
gain control of the state and strike a deal with slaveholders for the release of the
remaining slaves. Reports of the number of Gabriel's followers vary greatly, from only
1,000 to over 50,000; however, it is clear the attempt was extremely well organized.

40

Gabriel's followers were organized into an infantry and cavalry and Gabriel himself was
considered a colonel. Ultimately the plot was undermined by a storm the evening
proceeding the day of attack and by two slaves who revealed the plan to their master. In
the end, thirty-five blacks, including Gabriel, were hanged. Although unsuccessful, In

36

Wilmore, 70-71 .
Wilmore, 71-72.
38
Wilmore,79.
39
Not all whites were to be executed. Actually, Gabriel specifically requested that all Methodists,
Quakers and Frenchmen be spared because of what he saw as their support for emancipation. See
Wilmore, 79.
40
Wilmore,78-79. The official report states that 1,000 met outside of Richmond on the intended
date of attack, August 30. Gabriel testified he had 10,000 men under his command and the governor of
Mississippi implicated 50,000 slaves as connected in some way to the plot.
37
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the decade after 1800, Gabriel's plot spurred numerous revolts in South Carolina, North
Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, and Louisiana.

41

In the spring of 1810, a Virginia man

informed the Governor of North Carolina of one such plot among slaves in both states
which utilized itinerant preachers to convey information along their preaching route.

42

The 1822 South Carolina slave revolt spurred by Denmark Vesey and the African
conjurer Gullah Jack is well-known. The Vesey plot is particularly interesting as it
integrates both Christian imagery and African conjure tradition as foundational to the
attack. While Vesey relied heavily on the imagery of the siege of Jericho in the book of
Joshua, Gullah Jack utilized his tradition to instruct the conspirators in methods of
43
protection against counterattacks. Notably, the African Methodist Association of

Charleston, organized in 1816, was a center of recruitment for the plot and provided a
communication network for the attack. Three thousand to 9,000 blacks supported Vesey
and Gullah Jack. Armed with only homemade weapons, the assault was planned for a
Sunday, June 16. Citing the Hebrew Scriptures as precedent, Vesey insisted that no life
was to be spared. As in the case of Gabriel, a slave's indiscretion revealed the plot about
two weeks prior to the date of intended attack. The night before the intended attack,
militia and police surrounded the entire city and the plot was thwarted before it began.
Thirty-seven were executed because of their connection to the plot, 43 free persons of
color were driven out of either the state or the country, and 48 were whipped and later
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fight only with a piece of crab claw in their mouths. Gullah Jack had a reputation for being invincible
himself, so his instructions were in all probability well received. See Wilmore, 83.
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released because no evidence was found to implicate them in the plot. Like Gabriel's

plot in Virginia, news of the Vesey plan sparked similar plans in other southern states.
The Nat Turner revolt strengthened suspicions of the potential danger religion
posed and due to the number of white fatalities involved provoked even stricter sanctions
and security of slave gathering. Turner was a black preacher in Southampton, Virginia,
the stage of his summer of 1831 campaign. At an early age, Turner was singled out for
his intelligence and unusual birthmarks-both identifying him as one with a great
45

destiny.

After escaping from his plantation he returned telling others that the Holy

Spirit had directed him to do so-it became clear that Turner would be leader among the
46
slaves and he couched this as a calling from God. Turner began having dramatic

visions and interpreting signs in the night sky and traveled as far as Hertford County,
North Carolina preaching. 47 Cognizant that he would lead a revolt, Turner waited until
an unusual atmospheric event, called the "Blue Days of 1831," provided him the sign that
proved the time was ripe for attack. Turner planned to overtake the county seat, at the
time called Jerusalem, and secure the county's supply of ammunition. Beginning on a
Sunday afternoon, August 21, the attack ended two days later with fifty-seven whites
dead. At least 70 blacks participated in the attack. Tuner eluded capture until October 30
and was hanged on November 11, 1831. The Confessions of Nat Turner as recorded by
Thomas Gray was soon after published and did much to further ignite white fear.
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Redeemers of a Sinful Country: a Theology of Hope
During this period, the enslaved black Christian community developed a
significant theology of hope. This message identified African Americans as the assembly
of true Christians with the calling to redeem the sinful United States. While many
attempts have been made to characterize the theology of the slavery period as otherworldly and therefore content to allow judgment for the injustices of slavery to be
postponed until some distant future day, this specific theology provided both hope and as
demonstrated by the above section, inspired concrete and violent revolts. In their
struggle to define black destiny, nineteenth century black laity and preachers searched the
Bible for paradigms and prophecies.

48

Albert Raboteau identifies two major biblical

themes which informed the theology of hope that formed in this period--the book of
Exodus and Psalms 68:31.
Enslaved African Americans strongly identified with the book of Exodus'
description of God as Rescuer in relation to Israel's enslavement and exodus experiences.
Christian slave communities began to see America as the New Egypt in direct contrast to
the prevailing society's theology of America as the New Promised Land. Slave preachers
and their followers understood that the Exodus story fundamentally contradicted the
slaveholders claim that the God of the Bible sanctioned slavery. Even more, this
theological narrative brought hope because in this economy the enslaved Africans were
49
"like the Israelites of old, were a special people, chosen by God for deliverance."
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Therefore, early nineteenth century black Christians believed they were destined for
deliverance from slavery.
When slavery ended in the North at the beginning of the nineteenth century and
racial repression was sustained, Psalm 68:31 began to be seen as encompassing black
destiny in America. The passage reads "Princes shall come out of Egypt and Ethiopia
shall soon stretch forth her hands unto God." Interpretations of this verse identified black
Americans with Egypt and Ethiopia, continued the prior conviction that black Americans
were singled out as chosen people of God, and rejected white prejudices of the African

°

races as uncivilized and inferior to European society. 5 Fundamentally, the passage was
read to make sense of black suffering although interpretations varied greatly. Two
primary readings couched American black destiny as redeemers of Africa. One black
preacher of the time suggested in answer to the question of God's purpose in permitting
slavery,
It has always been a mystery why the impartial Father of the human race
should have permitted the transportation of so many millions of our fellow
creatures to this country, to endure all the miseries of slavery ... Perhaps his
design was, that a knowledge of the gospel might be acquired by some of
their descendants, in order that they might become qualified to be
messengers of it, to the land of their fathers.

51

Clearly, this theological application reveals that many nineteenth century black
American Christians were as ignorant of the Christian religion's extensive history
on the African continent as their white counterparts. Significantly, this theology
of hope also served a malicious white agenda disseminated by the American
Colonization Society (ACS). Specifically, the ACS promoted the forced
5
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relocation of free blacks to Africa in attempts to stifle antislavery sentiment in the
United States. Nineteenth century preachers who supported this missionary
vision of black destiny took pains to distinguish their theology, which supported
voluntary emigration to Africa, from the ACS program intended to strengthen the
institution of slavery.
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The second most popular reading of Psalm 68:31 envisioned black
Americans as models of true Christianity and offered a critique of American
Christianity as fraudulent and artificial. This theology clearly identified slavery
and racism as counter to the Christian command of love and cast enslaved and
oppressed as the propagators of the true faith. One nineteenth century preachers
remarked, "It is my solemn belief, that if ever the world becomes
Christianized .. .it will be through the means, under God of the Blacks, who now
are held in wretchedness, and degradation, by the white Christians of the
world."

53

A related theology proposed a millennial role for American black

Christians where "[f]ratricidal warfare among the 'Christian nations' would end
the present age and a new and final age of raceless and peaceful Christianity
would begin, in which the darker, non-Christian peoples of the world (Africans,
Indians, Chinese) would hear and accept the pure gospel of Christ, undefiled by
Anglo-Saxon prejudice."
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Thus, black Christians offered complex theological
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challenges to the prevalent racist theology of the historically white
denominations.
Black Congregations in the South
Interracial worship was common in the American South through the Civil War.
This practice, however, was never intended to suggest equality. Rather, cognizant of the
slave insurrections which largely rested on Christian theological foundations,
slaveholders saw interracial worship pragmatically. White presence at a primarily black
religious gathering undoubtedly had a restraining effect and therefore interracial worship
services were overwhelmingly deemed prudent. 55
Despite this trend, a few "African" churches developed in the American South
almost one hundred years prior to the Civil War. These churches were independent
insofar as they worshipped separately and generally chose their own leaders. The first
such church, organized by Andrew Bryan in Savannah, Georgia in the 1780s, was named
the First African Baptist Church of Savannah. The Second African Baptist Church of
56
Savanna was organized in 1803 and a third such church was founded a few years later.

However, Bryan's church, like other independent church movements in the south, faced
many restrictions and prejudice. For example, Bryan and others of the First African
Baptist congregation were whipped for holding illegal meetings and when finally
57
permitted to assemble were prohibited from meeting at night. By law, such black

58
congregations were to be supervised by whites and many were lead by white preachers.

However, several were led by enslaved and free black preachers. Besides Bryan, two
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black Methodist preachers, Henry Evans and Black Harry, lead black congregations,
although under strict surveillance by the white southern community. 59 Despite such
restrictions and at least somewhat due to significant white control of such institutions,
these few independent black churches flourished in the south. Still, they remained an
exception to the norm of slave and slaveholder attending church together although seated
separately in balconies.
Northern Unrest: the Rise of the Independent African Churches
In the North, free blacks confronted prejudice within many institutions including

churches. Even liberal-minded white abolitionists rarely conceived of a social system of
complete racial equality that extended to fully integrated worship. Free blacks faced
white racism in their places of worship regularly. Segregated seating was a widespread
convention that demonstrates the prevailing racist sentiments within the historical white
churches of the north. In his autobiography, Jeremiah Asher records his own experience
with what he calls "the negro pew." Asher describes the pew as follows:
In the first place, it was unlike everything else in the house except its fellow; for

there is usually two, one in each extreme comer of the gallery. The rest of the
seats in the house are much like the seats in the chapels in England. These,
however, were about six feet square, with the sides so high it is almost impossible
to see the minister or the rest of the congregation, and calculated to accommodate
about fifteen or twenty persons. 60
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These segregated worship spaces are significant in that they convey northern white
racism within the Christian churches. "The Negro pew" is also noteworthy because it
reflected a more pragmatic problem overwhelming northern Methodist and Baptist
congregations, namely the scarcity of such designated seating to service these
denominations' growing numbers of black members, which will be treated later.
In addition to this atmosphere of overt racism, the American Revolution
dramatically called into question the legitimacy of slavery. At the start of the
Revolution, free persons of color and slaves issued a series of petitions arguing for
61
freedom primarily on the basis of natural rights. After the conclusion of the

Revolutionary War, the atmosphere in the north proved itself ripe for the creation of new
Christian denominations and church organizations among all races. Fledghng churches
flourished in the beginning of the nineteenth century for several reasons. First, the U.S.
Constitution guaranteed that no religious denomination receive official government
recognition. Following the Revolution, the gradual emancipation of slaves in the north
following the Revolution created a class of free blacks poised to take authority of their
religious experiences. Accordingly, during the decades between 1790 and 1820, black
Methodists, Baptists, Episcopalians and Presbyterians all organized independent church
organizations in an effort to avoid white control of these denominations.
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Richard Allen, the founder of the first Christian denomination comprised of and
administered by blacks, cites two equally important catalysts which lead to the
incorporation of the African Methodist Episcopal (A.M.E.) Church. Allen was spurred
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on by missionary zeal coupled with abuses within Methodist Episcopal (M.E.) Church. 63
Allen does not mention the segregated pew specifically as an abuse and focuses on his
missionary vision for his "African brethren, who had been a long forgotten people and
few of them attended public worship." 64 Allen did not intend to found a separate
denomination; in fact, he was very much committed to the Methodist Church and initially
desired only to establish a separate worship space. Allen first began organizing prayer
meetings and preached in public areas such as in Southwark and in Northern Liberties.
By 1786, there was a group of some forty-two blacks who met for Allen's prayer
meetings. Allen recalls that in his proposal of building a separate worship space, only
three other members of Allen's home church, St. George's, supported him. Soon after,
the elder of St. George's forbid them from building such a structure and for a while the
meetings continued without the benefit of a regular meeting space. 65
Soon after a catalyst event for the future church is a recorded ill-treatment of the
African American parishioners at St. George's church, at Fourth Street in Philadelphia, in
the early 1790s. The black population at St. George's at one point had grown fairly large,
due in part to the general success of the revival movement discussed above and more
locally to Allen's extracurricular missionary activities. These new members had only
63
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recently contributed significantly to a remodeling of St. George's Church when a new
seating arrangement awaited the black members of the congregation one Sunday
morning. From Allen's account, it appears that this arrangement was not known to the
black parishioners prior to the morning of Sunday worship. Allen recalls that upon
entering the sanctuary they were directed to sit in the gallery and when they reached their
seats the opening prayer was commencing. Apparently, one black member, Rev.
Absalom Jones, 66 had not been directed to the separate seating and the trustees realized
this in the mist of the opening prayer. Two or three of these trustees asked Mr. Jones to
leave, in the middle of this prayer, saying to Jones, " 'You must get up-you must not
kneel here."' Allen recalls that Jones did not resist this change of seating in principle;
rather he requested that the trustees wait until the opening prayer concluded at which time
he would oblige their request. The trustees refused to wait and forcefully removed Mr.
Jones, an elderly and dignified man. At the conclusion of this opening prayer Allen
reports
we (the black members of the congregation) all went out of the church in a
body, and they were no more plagued with us in the church. This raised a
great excitement and inquiry among the citizens, in so much that I believe
they were ashamed of their conduct. But my dear Lord was with us, and
we were filled with fresh vigor to get a house erected to worship God in.

67

The above events convey that in seeking a separate worship environment,
Allen and his followers not only acted in response to white oppression and abuses
within the church, but out of a theological mission. Many accounts focus so
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heavily on the reaction to historical abuses within the church that the uniquely
theological origins of the independent churches are ultimately lost. Black
initiative is often down-played so that Allen and Jones and the other nameless
faith-filled people that were to become Bethel Church once again become objects
in a history that privileges whites as actors and subjects of the historical record.
For that reason, it seems important to stress that Allen reports that he felt called to
minister to blacks and was working towards establishing a separate worship space
when the events at St. George's recorded above occurred.
The group that walked out of St. George's church organized as the "Free
African Society" in April of 1787. 68 The group as it was originally conceived was
affiliated with no Christian denomination, although the group demonstrated a
"profound solicitude and deep concern for the moral advance and spiritual
interests" of blacks throughout the United States. 69 Even the name, especially the
title "Free" was meant to convey a separation from and hope for blacks still in
bondage under the system of slavery. "This separation was necessary and it was
for the highest good of those yet detained in slavery, as well as for those who had
gained their freedom." 70 The fledgling organization was intimately connected
with white Quakers and the Episcopalians. The Philadelphia Society's first Clerk
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and Treasurer, Joseph Clarke, was a Quaker and the society's constitutional bylaws required the position always be filled by a Quaker. 71
The first society, although not officially a church body, concerned itself
with the moral conduct of its members. Cohabitation among unmarried people
was strictly prohibited, and records indicate that members that refused to amend
their habits were cast out of the society. 72 The Society was greatly concerned with
the public example free blacks set-being well aware that disorderly conduct
among them served as fodder for the anti-abolitionist campaign. A letter to the
Philadelphia community from a similar society in Boston reads, "We beseech
you ... to lay aside all superfluity of naughtiness, especially gaming and
feasting ... While we are feasting and dancing many of our complexion are
starving under cruel bondage; and it is this practice of ours that enable our
enemies to declare that we are not fit for freedom." 73 The Society officially
recognized itself as a Church organization towards the end of 1792, calling itself
"The Elders and Deacons of the African Church," known most commonly as "The
African Church." 74
In the years that followed, Allen and those seeking to worship separately
met with many pitfalls. The first community contended with M.E. elders who
repeatedly denied the congregation preaching services. The group was repeatedly
threatened with being "publicly turned out of meeting," meaning that the group
would be denied as a congregation of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
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Eventually Mr. John McClaskey, acting as elder, did disown the group. Allen
reports that the group had not violated the Methodist discipline and that Mr.
McClaskey could not tell them what charge they had broken. Allen recalls the
group believed," ... if you deny us your name, you cannot seal up the scriptures
from us, and deny us a name in heaven. We believe heaven is free for all who
worship in spirit and truth." 75
Meanwhile, the society secured a building of their own and it was
occupied for the first time on July 17, 1794. 76 At the opening service Rev. Dr.
Magaw preached on the text "The people that walked in darkness hath seen a
great light," 77 which had been carved into a white marble slab on the front of the
new building. 78 Soon after, on August 12, 1794, the congregation held an election
to unite with a denomination. 79 The majority voted that the congregation would
be associated with the Church of England, with Allen and only one other
(Absalom Jones) in favor of remaining associated with the Methodist Episcopal
Church. The congregation united with the Episcopal Church, but required that
three conditions be accepted by Church authorities. Namely, the congregation
requested they be "received as a body, already organized; they should guaranteed
to them local independence and self-control of their affairs, forever; and lastly,
that one of their number should be licensed as their "Lay Reader," and if found
fit, ordained as their minister." 80 Episcopal Church authorities accepted these
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terms and the church, newly named St. Thomas African Episcopal Church, was
officially accepted into the Protestant Church of North America on August 12,
1794. 81 The congregation asked Allen to be its preacher, which he refused on the
basis that he was a Methodist. Absalom Jones, not yet a minister, was selected by
the congregation as their leader, and petitioned for his ordination despite his
deficiency in Greek and Latin. 82 The congregation's petitions were successful,
and Jones served as pastor to the church, for many years. This original group did
not become an independent denomination, but rather a separate and independent
church body within the Protestant Episcopal Church.
Even amist the persecution that Allen readily recalls, he remained
confident in the discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church as the vehicle for
mass conversion among blacks. He writes, "I was confident that there was no
religious sect or denomination would suit the capacity of the colored people as
well as the Methodist; for the plain and simple gospel suits best for any people;
for the unlearned can understand, and the learned are sure to understand; and the
reason that the Methodist is so successful in the awakening and conversion of the
colored people, the plain doctrine and having a good discipline." 83 Allen lavished
exorbitant praise on the discipline of Methodism and attributed the salvation of
the majority of slaves to that denomination. In his autobiography Allen wrote,
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We [black Christians] are beholden to the Methodists, under God, for the
light of the Gospel we enjoy; for all other denominations preached so
high-flown that we were not able to comprehend their doctrine. Sure am I
that reading sermons will never prove beneficial to the colored people as
spiritual or extempore preaching. I am well convinced that the Methodist
has proved beneficial to thousands and ten times thousands."
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He also

felt a deep gratitude for his own salvation to the Methodist Episcopal
85
Church affirming, "I feel thankful that ever I heard a Methodist preach.

Thus, despite being read out of the Methodist Connection, Allen was firm in his
desire to erect a church for blacks in the Philadelphia community that would unite
with the Methodist Episcopal Church. To this end, Allen bought a small building
that had been a blacksmith shop and moved it to a piece of land on Sixth Street he
had previously acquired. Once the building was repaired, Allen invited Bishop
Asbury of the Methodist Episcopal Church to open the church, which he accepted.
86
The church, called Bethel, was opened in July of 1794.

Yet the Bethel congregation continued to have troubles over leadership
with the local Methodist church. Allen reports that the community leaders, in
error, signed a document of incorporation which also gave the property over to the
Methodist Conference and the administration of the property to the local white
Methodist elders and ministers. 87 Not until over ten years later did the
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congregation resume full authority over their church. At that time, a newly
appointed elder demanded all keys to the property and forbid any meetings not
called by him. The congregation sought legal consul, who advised them that
under the current incorporation agreement they were powerless, but that the
incorporation limitations could be changed with a two-thirds vote from the
congregation. The congregation did so, drew up a new incorporation, which led
to further squabbles about payment for preaching services. Eventually, a Mr.
Samuel Royal, appointed charge of Philadelphia Methodists, declared that no
preacher, white or black, traveling or local, would be permitted to preach at
Bethel. Any preacher breaking this demand was to be expelled from the
connection. The congregation was, once more, disowned by the Methodists.
Remarking on this in his autobiography, Allen wrote" ... so we were left to
ourselves. " 88
In a final effort to secure the sixth street property, the white Philadelphian
Methodists erected a church near Bethel and invited all of Bethel's members who
desired to return to Methodism to attend. This being unsuccessful, a new elder,
Robert R. Roberts, attempted to take the Bethel pulpit by force. The Bethel
congregation bodily blocked him from taking the pulpit. Another local
representative of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Robert Birch, also attempted to
commandeer Bethel's pulpit and met with the same response. Birch engaged
Bethel in a lengthy and expensive lawsuit, which ultimately ended in Bethel's
favor and led to its independence.
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Allen was also well aware that at this time several other independent startup churches were experiencing similar difficulties, and a general meeting was
called in April of 1816 to discuss similar problems in Baltimore. At this
conference, "taking into consideration their grievances, and in order to secure
privileges, promote union and harmony among themselves, it was resolved: 'That
the people of Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc., etc., should become one body, under
the name of the African Methodist Episcopal Church.' " 89 Allen recorded the
following poem or hymn in his autobiography:
The God of Bethel heard her cries,
He let his power be seen;
He stopp'd the proud oppressor's frown,
And proved himself a King.
Thou sav'd them in the trying hour,
Ministers and councils joined,
And all stood ready to retain
That helpless church of Thine.
Bethel surrounded by her foes,
But not yet in despair,
Christ heard her supplicating cries;
The God of Bethel heard. 90

Thus, the Methodist connection which Allen attributed with the salvation of
numerous blacks in the United States, his own conversion included, came in time
to be seen as an enemy and oppressor. Yet, Allen stood firm in his faith in the
Methodist discipline and method of extemporaneous preaching as the appropriate
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vehicles to spread the Gospel among the black population. By 1846, the A.M.E.
Church existed in fourteen states and Canada and had six annual conferences.

91

Although the concerns of the current project privilege the history of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church, it is important to note that two other black
Methodist denominations were founded about the same time. The Union Church
of Africans was founded in 1815 in Wilmington, Delaware and lead by Peter
Spencer. 92 And the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church was founded in
1821 in New York City, 93 although the founding members had met with Bishop
Francis Asbury as early as 1796 to discuss the possibility of meeting separately
from the white members of the congregation. 94
Other independent black churches deserve mention as well, demonstrating
that the movement was not contained within the Methodist community but was
composed of independent Episcopalian, Baptist, and Presbyterian churches as
well. Already discussed above, St. Thomas African Episcopal Church was led by
Absalom Jones and founded in 1794. 95 Thomas Paul erected the first African
Baptist Church in Boston in 1804 and four years later organized the Abyssinian
91
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Baptist Church of New York. 96 Philadelphia was also home to the first historical
black Presbyterian church, named the First African Church of Philadelphia, and
was led by John Gloucester. 97 Its twenty-two founding members separated in
1807 after heated debates in the Presbyterian general assembly ended in the
98
refusal to end fellowship to slaveholding members.

While a spirit of restlessness and rebellion characterized many of the black
communities of the north in the beginning of the nineteenth century, Richard
Allen's black Presbyterian and Episcopalian counterparts did not go so far as to
break official ties with the white church. Two primary reasons account for the
difference in outcomes that characterize the variously "independent" African
communities which sprung from this more generalized period of tumult and
dissatisfaction. First, black Methodists and Baptists were far greater in number
than black Presbyterians and Episcopalians, due to the former denominations'
association with the revivals discussed previously. The Baptists and Methodists
experienced an unprecedented and "large in-gathering of free persons and slaves"
in the last decades of the eighteenth century. 99 Naturally, being fewer in number,
black Presbyterians and Episcopalians felt the seating crisis less acutely than the
Baptists and Methodists. Second, the emphasis on an educated clergy within the
Presbyterian and Episcopalian churches kept the number of black members who
attained ordination to a minimum. These few educated black ministers seem to
have been "secure in their ability to hold their own with clergy in judicatories in
9
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which they participated and, to some extent, to reform the church from within."

They were, however, largely unsuccessful in developing truly integrated
denominations. Black Presbyterian and Episcopalian churches were significantly
less independent than the independent African churches which sprung from the
Methodist denomination especially because black Presbyterian and Anglican
101
pastors relied on the denomination for their below standard salaries.

The efforts of the African Methodist Episcopal Church to establish an
institution of higher learning are detailed in the following chapter. Founded prior
to the Civil War and specifically for the education of free blacks, Union Seminary
and Wilberforce University promoted abolitionist and spiritual goals. Wilberforce
University, however, was not originally under the auspices of the A.M.E. Church.
The Cincinnati Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church provided
Wilberforce's original founders, and therefore the racial climate of southwestern
Ohio proves integral to a systematic study of these early events.

JOoWilmore, 117.
JOI While this early period highlights the less revolutionary activities of black Presbyterians,
Wilmore goes on to detail the significant contributions these black ministers made for reform within the
historically white denominations, most especially through the development of state and national
conventions in the 1830s. These conventions initially served to coordinate black Christian opposition to
forced colonization of free people of color to Africa, but also strongly promoted an anti-slavery agenda.
While the honor of holding the first National Negro Convention is attributed to Richard Allen and was held
in Bethel on September 15, 1830, black Presbyterian preachers such as Rev . Samuel E. Cornish and J.W.C.
Pennington utilized the national sounding board to draw significant attention to an ideologically black
political agenda. See Wilmore,118-121.

CHAPTER III
THE CASE OF UNION SEMINARY AND WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY

Wilberforce University and Union Seminary have distinct yet related histories.
Founded in Ohio and born out of the same abolitionist spirit, they were nevertheless
incorporated under different denominations. Central Ohio, Franklin Township
specifically, was the first home of Union Seminary-an institution founded by the
A.M.E. Church. Wilberforce University, although aiming to educate free people of color,
was initially founded by white Methodists of Cincinnati in Xenia, Ohio. At their
inceptions, both institutions aimed to educate free people of color, yet Union accepted a
manual labor plan while Wilberforce strove to promote higher education. With the onset
of the Civil War, and with Wilberforce newly under the auspices of the African
Methodist Church, these institutions merged. During his tenure, Bishop Payne molded
the spirit of the new institution to reflect his own passion as an educator.
Southwest Ohio' s Racial Climate in the Nineteenth Century
The period of Ohio ' s early statehood period reveals much about prevailing
attitudes concerning the immigration of free people of color. Free blacks were required
to register with the county clerk upon taking up residence in Ohio and later were
compelled to show manumission documents. After 1807, all blacks residing in Ohio
were legally required to provide proof of good behavior through submitting a monetary
bond. Furthermore, blacks were not permitted to testify in court against whites. Although
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some counties permitted voting to "well-liked colored people," most blacks were denied
the vote. 1
A North-South divide, abolitionist and proslavery respectively, existed among
Ohio counties. 2 So-called "Black Laws," state constitutional provisions which were
"handicaps to the economic and educational advancement of colored people" were
widespread and accepted in early Ohio history. Due to varying sentiments among Ohio's
counties, the codes were inconsistently enforced. 3 Although enacted to inhibit
colonization of free blacks to the state, the Black Laws were not effective in preventing
mass immigration to Ohio. They did, however, work to "prevent them [free people of
color] from becoming useful citizens."4
Most adult blacks in Ohio had been born into slavery, were biracial, and had been
manumitted by previous masters prior to settling out of slave territory. The southern
Ohio counties of Hamilton, Ross, Franklin, Gaelia, Highland, Greene, Clark, Darke,
Logan, and Champaign were all homes to such settlements. 5 Extreme prejudice persisted
against the inhabitants of these settlements, who were often denied the right to labor, to
"move from place to place," and legal redress. 6 One scholar states, "it seemed that every
aspect of community life conspired to deny them the opportunity of any kind of
education, especially such as comes through the ordinary social and civic agencies of the
communities." 7 The Black Laws of Ohio operated basically as similar codes in the south,
although "a strict interpretation of these [Ohio's] codes would have allowed mulattoes the
1
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franchise while withholding it from darker African Americans." 8 Ohio's Black Laws
were also erratically enforced. For example, Cleveland reflected a less restrictive
enforcement and free people of color in that northern Ohio city "generally received
greater social and political tolerance. " 9 While Cincinnati promoted an enforcement which
was "more harsh than in the northern regions of the state." 10
Ohio achieved its statehood in 1803, and in less than a year "required incoming
blacks to bring proof of their freedom and register their free papers with local county
clerks; three years later black newcomers were ordered to post a $500 bond upon
arrival." 11 The 1807 law was enacted in response to increased black immigration since
Ohio's statehood. Officially, the $500 bond was intended to guarantee the upright
behavior of the person of color and demonstrate their ability to support themselves. 12
Under the earlier law, whites who hired undocumented blacks could face a fine of $50.
Under the 1807 law, this fine was increased to $100. 13 The 1807 legislation also
officially prohibited blacks from testifying in legal matters involving whites. 14 Through
these early legislative acts, white intended to restrict the rights of free people of color, to
deter their immigration, and to dissuade slaves from seeking refuge in Ohio. As a free
state bordering a slave state, Ohio contended with a steady influx of escaped slaves.
Therefore, Ohio lawmakers intended to protect southern slave masters' interests through
8
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the Black Laws. After a period of decline in such codes, the 1830s saw an increase in
such Black Laws. An 1830 Ohio law made all blacks "ineligible for service in the state
militia" and a law enacted only one year later prohibited blacks from serving as jury
members.

15

By 1838, the State of Ohio had forbidden the allocation of state funding for

the education of black children. 16
As previously mentioned, these laws did not deter the mass immigration of blacks
to Ohio. By 1830, 7500 free blacks lived in Ohio, of which 2200 lived near or in
Cincinnati.

17

Other estimates suggest that "about a forth of the persons of color settling

in the State of Ohio during the first half of the last [nineteenth] century made their homes
in this city [i.e. Cincinnati]." 18 Plainly, between twenty-five to thirty percent of the
Ohio's free blacks of the early nineteenth century resided in or near Cincinnati. 19 As will
be established later, Cincinnati plays a key part in the history of Wilberforce University,
and therefore an analysis of this city's racial climate deserves attention. Racial relations
in that city occasionally appear to be incredibly progressive, yet serious racial tensions
plagued Cincinnati throughout the nineteenth century.
Despite the statewide legislative acts concerning black Ohioans, until the second
decade of the nineteenth century, Cincinnati's earliest records note very little concerning
its black residents. By 1820, Cincinnati faced increased immigration of free blacks and
poor white Appalachians. Although boasting a booming manufacturing center,
employment issues strongly affected racial attitudes throughout the first decades of the
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nineteenth century in Cincinnati. Early nineteenth century city leaders walked a
precarious line because of Cincinnati's extreme proximity to slaveholding Kentucky.
Cincinnati's business leaders, "rather than lose trade by acquiring the reputation of
harboring fugitive slaves or frightening away whites by encouraging the immigration of
Negroes, ... began to assume the attitude of driving the latter from those parts." 20 Leaders
focused on denying employment to free people of color. Tensions concerning
employment for blacks were so prevalent, that in 1830, the president of a "mechanical
association" was publicly tried for the crime of offering an apprenticeship to a young
black man. 21 The multitude of Irish and German immigrants who made Cincinnati there
home overwhelmingly refused to work with blacks, making manual labor jobs very
scarce. The unemployment among black men was so widespread that in many cases,
female members of free families of color were the primary providers. 22
Nevertheless blacks continued to immigrate to Cincinnati. Cincinnati's free
people of color opened the first school for their children in 1820, 23 and the school
apparently received support from Cincinnati's white citizens. 24 The school, however, did
not flourish. In 1826, the first successful school for black children opened its doors. 25
Two other schools followed that same year; specifically, St. Ann's School and Madonna
High School were founded in 1826. 26 Furthermore, Cincinnati was a religiously diverse
city with 76 churches representing many religious traditions and ethnic groups. Large
numbers of congregations identified as Methodist Episcopal (12), Catholic (8), German
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Reformed Lutheran (8), Presbyterian (7), and Baptist (6). 27 In 1845, approximately
50,000 black Methodists resided in the Miami district of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. 28
While significant educational advances resulted in the "systematic instruction" of
the majority of black children in Cincinnati, access to education was by far easier for
Cincinnati's white citizens. 29 By 1847, Cincinnati boasted of many educational
institutions which did not accept black students. The Cincinnati College had been in
operation since 1819, serving about 160 students and employing seven instructors. 30 The
Cincinnati Law School was connected with the Cincinnati College, and its three
professors taught nearly thirty students. Woodson College was also in operation in 1847,
with two hundred students enrolled. St. Xavier served about 100 students and boasted an
extensive library of 5,000 volumes. Two miles outside the city, Lane Seminary also
served approximately 100 students, charged no tuition, and had been in operation since
1833. 31 Fifteen hundred white pupils were enrolled in the free common high schools and
5000 in private schools in Cincinnati.
Bucktown of Cincinnati, an area comprised mostly of African Americans, was the
scene of racially motivated riots in 1829 and again in 1841. Both times, white mobs
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drove blacks out of their homes and sometimes out of the city. 32 One scholar, comparing
Cincinnati with northern cities such as Buffalo and Boston, which experienced no similar
riots during this same period, concluded that in this way, Cincinnati had more in common
with southern cities. 33 The Cincinnati Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church
reported racially motivated riots in 1826, 1836, and 1841 and concluded that the entire
area was plagued with "acute and complex" racial problems. 34 Clearly, while a free state,
Ohio's counties displayed varying abolitionist and proslavery tendencies. Cincinnati's
racial climate was tense in the nineteenth century and employment and education were
controversial issues.
A Brief History of Education in the A.M.E. tradition
An 1816 survey of leaders within the A.M.E. Church, reveals that the founders of
the denomination were largely uneducated. 35 Richard Allen, like the majority of the
founding members of the A.M.E. Church, was not formally educated. 36 Allen, himself
self-educated,37 reflected a "belief in the potential of the black race, as well as the
commitment to the noble cause of education." 38 Born into slavery, Allen bought his
freedom, and traveled and preached to mainly white audiences. Allen provided education
for his own children and was openly opposed to the popularly supported educational
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program of the Colonizational Society. 39 Notably, in 1830 Allen's Bethel Church hosted
the first "convention of Colored Men in the U.S.," which called for the establishment of a

°

college for blacks in New Haven, CT built on the "manual labor plan. " 4 Founder of the
Free African Society, a "growing self-help organization," Allen is seen by one author as
conveying "seeds of concern for the education and elevation of blacks in America." 41
While illiterate, Bishop Morris Brown, the A.M.E. Church's second bishop, was
a powerful advocate for the education of ministers. In 1839, Brown, along with fellow
bishop Edward Waters, issued a written challenge to members for contributions for the
preparation of ministers.
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Despite Brown's own illiteracy, he refused ordination to one

candidate because he had not mastered the literary qualifications required by the A.M.E.
Discipline. 43 Bishop Brown was integral in propelling Payne into the leadership of the
A.M.E. and became a powerful backer of Payne's goals. In 1881 Morris Brown
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University was founded and named after this staunch defender of the value of an
educated ministry. 44

In its earliest years, the A.M.E. Church did nothing officially to establish
educational institutions. 45 However, in 1833 at the Ohio Conference of the A.M.E., Rev.
Lewis Woodson proposed a resolution which was accepted by the gathering. The
resolution stated:
Resolved first, as the sense of the house, that common schools, Sunday
schools, and temperance societies are of the highest importance to all
people, but more especially to our people. Resolved second, that it shall be
the duty of every member of this conference to do all in his power to
promote and establish these useful institutions among our people. 46
This declaration is the first specific reference since the A.M.E. Church's conception that
promotes educational institutions. 47 Ten years later, the Annual Conference at
Philadelphia outlined a course of study for itinerant and local preachers with the goal of
requesting the program's adoption at the General Conference the following year. The
program was rejected at the General Conference where arose that the resolutions would
result in discord between degreed and uneducated ministers. 48 In 1846 the Baltimore
Annual Conference, however, resolved that it was the duty of preachers to form
educational societies in their churches. 49 A "series of strong and comprehensive
resolutions on education ... presented by Daniel A. Payne, Henry C. Turner, Thomas W.
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Henry, Adam S. Driver, James A. Shorter, John Henson, and Daniel W. Moore" were
accepted by the Baltimore Conference in 1854 and sent to the General Conference for
universal adoption.so By 1840, A.M.E. ministers of Ohio were required to preach on
education at least four times a year.s 1 The first two denominational educational
conventions were held in Philadelphia with the goal of organizing an association to
financially assist students pursuing higher education and to promote and maintain a
collegiate institution. Both plans were adopted, but never brought to fruition.s 2
Meanwhile, several interdenominational efforts towards establishing an
educational institution were unsuccessful. The A.M.E. General Conference of 1852
rejected a proposal by the Cincinnati Annual Conference of the M.E. Church to establish,
or aid in establishing, a school of higher education for blacks. The proposal was rejected
because its promoter, a Dr. Durbin, "was an avowed colonizationist, and, therefore,
nothing good could come out of it."s 3 John F. Wright, of the M.E. Church, addressed the
Ohio Annual Conference in August of 1855. Wright represented the Cincinnati
Conference of the M.E. Church and outlined a proposal to establish a school "of a high
order for the education of the colored youth."s 4 While Wright's address was apparently
appreciated since he was "tendered ... a vote of thanks," the Ohio Conference offered no
official support of the proposal for reasons undocumented.ss
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The A.M.E. Church's First Schools
In 1845, the A.M.E. Ohio Conference resolved to build and fund "The Union
Seminary of the African Methodist Episcopal Church" and a committee was appointed to
select land for a "seminary of learning on the manual labor plan" 56 Very little is known
about the earliest years of Union Seminary since few records survive. Undoubtedly, the
institution struggled to survive as an 1852 report from the Board of Managers of Union
Seminary presented at the A.M.E. General Conference was "not encouraging." 57 A
movement to fund an alternate seminary in Marshall Circuit, Michigan had gained some
support by the middle of the nineteenth century though it did not come to fruition.

58

At its inception, Union Seminary employed three persons--two ministers and a
female teacher. Rev. John M. Brown, educated in Wilmington, Delaware at the
Wesleyan Academy at Wilbraham, Massachusetts and Oberlin College, was the
principal. 59 The Ohio Conference of the A.M.E. called Brown to Ohio in 1847 with the
specific goal of opening a school. This earlier effort was ultimately unsuccessful and
lasted for only four years. Brown, later to become bishop, served as principal of Union
Seminary until 1857. Mrs. Francis Ellen Watkins Harper of Philadelphia, a "noted
temperance lecturer and poet," was schooled in Baltimore and taught domestic science at
the early seminary. 60 At the seminary's founding, Rev. Edward Davis taught mechanical
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arts. 61 Rev. Davis became principal upon Brown's resignation in 1857 and remained in
that position until the school closed in 1863. 62
Wilberforce University's official history began in 1853, at the September 28
session of the M.E. Church's Cincinnati Conference. The Conference established a
committee to determine how best to promote the welfare of Ohio's blacks. This was the
first of several M.E. efforts to improve conditions and furnish facilities for "30,000
colored people of Ohio." 63 The following year's Cincinnati Conference, held on August
9, 1854, adopted a plan to establish an institution of higher education for the preparation
of black teachers. 64 Towards that end, the Cincinnati M.E. Conference negotiated for a
Xenia Springs property in Greene County, Ohio. The property was secured for only $500
which was paid in full by a Mrs. McClean of Cincinnati. On June 30, 1856, Wilberforce
University was incorporated under the M.E. Church. The A.M.E. Church's Bishop
Daniel Payne was a member of the original 24 board of trustees, but the institution was
not formally associated with the A.M.E. Church. 65 The Xenia Springs location was
chosen in part because it was "very near a good turnpike road, about midway between
Cincinnati and Columbus; and near a railroad. It is easy to access and yet retired, in a
healthy region." 66 In October of 1856, Rev. M.P. Gaddis became the principal of the
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fledgling institution and Professor James K. Parker and Dr. Richard S. Rust comprised
the faculty. 67
Bishop Payne recalls in his memoirs that the school "was dedicated and opened
by the authorities of the M. E. Church in October, 1856, under the name of Wilberforce
University. By the dedication I mean the buildings and grounds were dedicated to the
grand work of Christian education." The primary orator at the occasion was Dr.
Thompson, President of the Ohio Wesleyan University, editor of the Christian Advocate,
and future M.E. bishop. 68 The school was named after William Wilberforce, "that great
English statesman, philanthropist, and Christian, who has endeared himself not to one
race only, but to all the races, by the noble examples he set before them in his successful
efforts to abolish the hellish system of African slavery, and to diffuse by his pen the
practical sentiments and principles of Christianity throughout the world." 69 M.P. Gaddis,
a young preacher of the M.E. Church, served as the school's first instructor and principal,
teaching only elementary English. Accordingly, the institution's title as University was
a misnomer in its earliest days, perhaps reflecting the desires of the M.E. Church rather
than reality. 70 Although successful, Gaddis left his position after six months and was
succeeded by James K. Parker, who had previously managed a private seminary in Ohio.
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Parker served for two years and then was succeeded by Dr. Richard S. Rust. Rust's
administration lasted from 1858 until 1862. 71
Prior to the Civil War and under the M.E. Church, Wilbetforce University
enjoyed great success. In 1862, however, financial problems resulting from declining
enrollment closed the school. 72 From 1859-1860 the University's catalogue reports that
the institution lost 207 students, the "majority of them were the natural children of
southern and southwestern planters." 73 This decline in enrollment was accompanied by a
drastic decrease in tourist traffic to the nearby summer resort of Tawana Springs. This
affected the livelihood of the entire community. Therefore, The M.E. Church elected to
close Wilbetforce University temporarily.
During this period of unrest, the A.M.E. Church, through Bishop Daniel Payne,
came to possess the institution. The M.E. Church proposed to sell the property for
$10,000 to the A.M.E. Church, but the state of Ohio offered an additional $1,500 for the
property, desiring to tum the facility into an asylum. Faced with competing offers, the
M.E. Church requested that Bishop Daniel Payne to purchase the property at the lower
price within a limited period. Payne did not want to act in defiance of the A.M.E.
Church, and pleaded with the Cincinnati M.E. trustees to allow him three months to
respond to their offer--thereby allowing him time to present the proposal at the A.M.E.
spring conference. The Cincinnati body refused Payne's request. Accordingly, Payne
entered into an all night vigil and eventually decided to accept the offer, without the
expressed support of his denomination. Payne recalls "immediately I threw myself on the
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'strong arm of the Lord,' and said: 'In the name of the Lord I buy the property of
Wilberforce for the African Methodist Episcopal Church.' The brethren (all white men)
74
cried out, 'Amen, amen, amen!' then fell on their knees and prayed for my success."

The property was purchased that very day, March 10, 1863, and Wilberforce
75
University became the property of the A.M.E. Church. Within two days, Payne raised a

down payment of one hundred dollars. The Ohio and Baltimore A.M.E. Conferences
supplied the needed first payment of $2,500, submitted June 1863. Within two years the
76
balance of the debt had been paid. Wilberforce was incorporated under the A.M.E.

Church on June 11, 1863, when a new charter was developed and a new board of trustees
elected. Payne was selected as the University's President. Undergoing financial
difficulties, as described above, the A.M.E. Church sold Union Seminary and its faculty
and students merged with Wilberforce University. Wilberforce re-opened in July of that
77
same year with Bishop Payne serving as president.

Through the reorganization and reopening of the school under the A.M.E. Church,
Rev. James A. Shorter and John Mitchell became associated with the school. Payne,
although deserving the distinction as a founder of Wilberforce due to his participation
under the institutions M.E. operation and securing of the property for the A.M.E. Church,
was not alone in these early activities. Bishop James A. Shorter and John G. Mitchell are
appropriately called founders in their own right. Philadelphian Bishop James A. Shorter
became co-founder of Wilberforce when the property was purchased by the A.M.E.
Church. Bishop Shorter was a dedicated fundraiser and added $1,000 of his own money
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for the purchase of the institution. Shorter was the most "business-like" of the three
founders and kept precise ledgers. 78 Dr. John G. Mitchell was educated at Oberlin
College and was Wilberforce's third co-founder under the A.M.E. Mitchell taught Latin,
Greek, and mathematics at Wilberforce while serving as the school's first principal.
Mitchell served as the acting principal, since Payne was frequently away fundraising.
Along with his wife, Fannie Mitchell, he ran the daily affairs during the first years of the
A.M.E. institution. 79 A favorite confidant and advisor for the students, Mitchell was a
man of deliberate speech and known as a kind and tolerant teacher. 80 Mitchell also served
as the first dean of Payne Theological Seminary when it separated from Wilberforce in
1894 and was a pioneer in education in Ohio. 81
When Wilberforce reopened on July 3, 1863 it boasted only six students who
were taught by Fannie and John Mitchell. By the spring of 1864, the student body had
increased enough to warrant the hiring of a new teacher, Ms. Esther T. Maltby who was
educated at Oberlin College and originally from Portsmouth, Virginia. Maltby was an
excellent Greek and Latin scholar as well as a mathematician, and lead morning prayer
services. Maltby was the only person present when fire destroyed Wilberforce's main
building on April 14, 1865. 82
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and several advanced students went to other schools. 83 The Theological and Classical
departments opened in 1866 and the Scientific department in 1867. A Normal
Department was added in 1872. One nineteenth century student noted that the
Wilberforce community "attracted the best element of colored people from many points
and soon a community of Negroes of high character and considerable material possession
was established." 84
The Faculty, Curricula and Students
Technically, Frederick Merrick was the first president of Wilberforce University.
Merrick was elected to the post in 1856, however, he did not actually "take charge of the
work." 85 The school labored without an official president for almost three years. For six
months, Rev. M. P. Gaddis and his wife taught pupils and then resigned their positions.
Husband and wife pair, James K. Parker and Maggie Baker, joined the faculty next and
was aided by Mary J. Allen. Maggie Baker taught music and Mary Allen, English. 86
Richard H. Rust was the first president to actually accept the responsibilities of
the position. Rust was educated at Wesleyan University and in 1859 came to Wilberforce
from the New Hampshire Methodist Episcopal Conference. Rust broadened the
curriculum to cover the first years of college work, and in his first two years as president,
enrollment increased from 50 to over 200. 87 Under Rust, Wilberforce's faculty also
began to change. George M. Wendall taught classical languages and natural sciences and
was educated at Ohio Wesleyan University where he earned a M.A. Mary Allen, a
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graduate of Wesleyan Academy, continued her work at Wilberforce but changed
disciplines to French and mathematics. Sarah Jane Woodson, the only person of color on
the faculty at the time and a graduate of Oberlin College, was in charge of English.
Adelaide Warren, also of Oberlin College, taught music. Later Pliny S. Boyd took over
for Wendall and Isabella Oakley replaced Allen. Eventually, a Miss Biffington replaced
Warren. 88
The University under Payne began with a completely new faculty. One A.M.E.
Church historian noted, Payne's "teachers were among the best, being brought from
England, Scotland, Oberlin, Amherst, Holyoke, Oswego." 89 In the beginning only John
G. Mitchell and his wife, Fannie A. Mitchell, joined the faculty. 90 Later, Esther B.
Maltby joined the staff and had charge of the school often. In addition to teaching,
Maltby conducted Monday evening prayer meetings and daily morning prayer services. 91
From 1866-1868 several faculty members were added, including William Kent, M.D.
who taught natural sciences, Theodore Suliot, A.M. who instructed Latin, French and
mathematics, and Sarah Woodson who was re-employed and taught English and served
as the lady principal. 92 Under the A.M.E., Wilberforce University's first teachers were
primarily women. 93 Esther Maltby, a white missionary, came to Wilberforce with a
Greek New Testament. When the majority of the faculty was absent fundraising after the
fire of 1865, Maltby ran the school for months. She eventually resigned due to health.
Fannie Mitchell, a graduate of Oberlin College and wife to John Mitchell, took over
88
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Maltby's post after her resignation. Sarah Jane Woodson, also of Oberlin, taught English
and Latin and Alice M. Adams, a white woman from New England, taught "methods in
education" and managed the female student population. 94 Payne's stepdaughter, Augusta
Eve Clarke, taught music. A Josphenine Jackson and Miss McBride were also on staff
but their subjects of expertise are not noted. Male faculty included Dr. William Kent,
M.D., trained at Oxford College. Dr. Kent apparently volunteered his services to

Wilberforce as an instructor of natural sciences while maintaining a medical practice
nearby. Benjamin K. Sampson, originally of Wilmington, North Carolina although
trained more locally at Oberlin College where he earned a M.A., also taught at the
reopened school.
Under the M.E. Church, Wilberforce University faculty was all white, with the
exception of Sarah Jane Woodson. The faculty was mostly graduates of Oberlin College
and other northern schools. Under Bishop Payne, the racial make up of the faculty
remained the same primarily out of necessity. 95 It was only after Payne's administration
that the faculty became almost exclusively comprised of people of color.
In 1868 the theology work at Wilberforce was greatly strengthened and a law

department was added. Henry Fry, A.M., of Oberlin College, was hired specifically to
handle theology and John Smith, also of Oberlin, took over Mitchell's teaching job.
Wilberforce added a black faculty member, Thomas Jackson, a recent Wilberforce
graduate, who taught ecclesiastical history, homiletics and pastoral theology. Charles
Wilson also joined the staff and began the school's Hebrew curriculum. Another African
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American faculty member, R.G. Mortimer, taught Latin, Greek and mathematics.

96

Many of the white staff members were associated with a variety of Christian
denominations. 97 The faculty was variously identified as French Quaker, English
Methodist, Baptists, and Congregationalists. Under Payne, the maximum number of staff
members was twelve, including two lawyers in Xenia who occasionally taught for the law
department and four adjunct lectures from Antioch College. Under Payne, Wilberforce
expanded to five academic departments: classical, scientific, law, theology, and normal.
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The earliest community, under the M.E., was mostly composed of the biracial
children of slave owners who brought their children with their slave mothers to the Xenia
area and settled them on farms. Mrs. Maria Holland was one such woman who came
from Louisiana with three sons and Mrs. Priscilla Harding came from Nashville, TN with
her two sons. This situation continued into the time of Payne's leadership. 99 During the
M.E. era, 1856-1863, students were mostly the children of Southern slaveholders who
pursued elementary and high school grade instruction. Towards the end of the M.E.
regime, some students undertook college level education. Black students from this era
could not be educated in the South and were mostly sent north by their slaveholding
fathers. About twelve of the 100 enrolled during this period were free Ohioans or from
other northern States. 100 Students were therefore mostly bi-racial. Also students during
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M.E. control were "somewhat older than their grade classifications imply." 101 In 1859,
the University's 207 students hailed from twenty states. Half of the students derived
from the South, most hailing from Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Kentucky. The
balance of the students was from Ohio, northern and western states. 102 Classes ranged
from primary grades to early college work. From 1859 to 1860, courses in Classics,
mathematics, French and theology were added to complement the elementary school
work. 103 Wilberforce's student body was co-ed from its inception
Few extracurricular activities were planned during this period. 104 The chief
extracurricular activity of the M.E. era was the annual revival. A literary society,
"Giddings Lyceum," was the sole student group recorded for that period. 105 The group
held debates and supported general literary culture. Under the M.E. Church, few students
graduated, but several became teachers in western and southern states. 106
With the onset of the Civil War and newly under the auspices of the A.M.E.,
student demographics changed dramatically. During Payne's era, the student population
was mainly from Northern states, the sons and daughters of free blacks in the North.
Payne's regime saw strict government of the students and moved towards classical,
scientific, and theological education. Extracurriculars centered around religion, music,
and forensics. 107
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During the Civil War, Wilberforce students hailed mostly from the immediate
surrounding counties of Ohio. After two years, other northern states were represented. 108
With the close of the Civil War, Wilberforce's southern students returned. At the end of
the institution's first decade under the A.M.E., 150 students were enrolled from seventeen
states. 109
The community surrounding the University was integral to the institution's
survival. Mrs. Morrow was a "thrifty Scotch woman" and a "strict Presbyterian" who
took several students into her home to help them in their education. Mrs. Eliza A. Payne,
the second wife of Bishop Payne, was a widow with four children when she married
Payne and she and Payne never conceived children of there own. Eliza Payne, known as
"Ma Payne," "moulded (sic.) the character of the community." 110 Eliza's sister, Mrs.
Hannah McDonald, worked to provide aide for needy women of the community through
the College Aid Society. 111 Mrs. Maria Stewart was married to Bishop James A. Shorter
and a "woman of considerable means but never boasted of her possessions." 112 Mrs.
Catherine A. Delaney, although not officially trained as such, was the nurse to the entire
community. 113
Little frivolity was permitted under Payne's control of the school. Payne saw the
students' opportunities as precious since most of the students were far behind in their
schooling for their age. Wilberforce students were expected to lead "serious lives." 114
The primary social activity was monthly social hours where students could play games
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and chat. Religious, moral, and literary programs were also supported. The campus also
became a temperance society and a missionary society once a month. Two to three weeks
a year were set aside for revivals. During the revivals recitations were frequently
suspended for days although classes still met. Outbursts proclaiming conversion were
common in classes during the revivals. 115 Students were also required to attend
occasional speech contests. Nineteenth century Xenia was a popular vacation spot for
cultured free people of color. The Anderson Lewis Hostelry, managed by Mr. Anderson
Lewis, "catered to the fashionable, well-to-do colored people who came each summer in
great numbers from" Cleveland, Cincinnati, Louisville, and as far south as New Orleans.
Wilberforce students were prohibited from attending the Hostelry because it was the
scene of dancing and alcohol. 116
Strict government of the students was maintained. Students were required to
maintain a prescribed routine which included daily attendance at church services and
prayer meetings. Attendance at twice daily chapel and Sunday school was also required.
"Intoxicants, tobacco, firearms, games of chance, profanity, obscenity, immoral books or
papers" were all prohibited and students could be punished for being absent from campus
without permission. 117 From 1870-1900, Wilberforce graduated 167 students. Thirty
percent of these graduates became teachers, 25% served as ministers, 15% undertook the
professions of law, medicine, or engineering, and 30% worked in business, government
services or housekeeping. 118
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While it may at first appear odd that the A.M.E. Church did not found a school to
educate their ministers earlier than the middle of the nineteenth century, analysis of
trends within other evangelical denominations reveals that the A.M.E. Church and the
M.E. Church were actually quite progressive in establishing Union Seminary and
Wilberforce University. The subsequent chapter explores nineteenth century attitudes
towards ministerial education. Founders of educational institutions like Bishop Payne
and the Cincinnati Conference of the M.E. Church, faced powerful opposition to their
efforts. Specifically, anti-intellectualism is found in various religious traditions during
the nineteenth century, making Union Seminary and Wilberforce University even more
remarkable.

CHAPTER IV
INSTITUTIONAL TRENDS IN EDUCATION

Nineteenth century evangelical Christians in the United States
overwhelmingly held anti-intellectualist views concerning their ministers. Samuel
Goodrich, an itinerant preacher in the Methodist tradition, reflected the popular
distaste for educated clergy when he declared,
What I insist, upon by brethren and sisters, is this: larnin isn't religion, and
eddication don't give a man the power of the Spirit. It is grace and gifts
that furnish the real live coals from off the altar. St. Peter was a
fisherman-do you think he ever went to Yale College? 1
Goodrich rested his rejection of ministerial education on two arguments which largely
characterized the debate across denominational lines; Goodrich cited both scriptural
precedent and the presence of the Spirit as the real defining attribute of the preacher
above education. More pragmatically, fledgling evangelical denominations in the
American colonies found themselves in peculiar circumstances which seemed to justify
the support of successful preachers over degreed ministers. Specifically, the revivals of
the nineteenth century provided a seemingly endless mission field which record numbers
of preachers were needed to serve. For all of these reasons, supporters of ministerial
education within the various evangelical traditions found themselves fighting a
significant battle to raise support for their endeavors. The present chapter surveys the
wider context of evangelicalism and education in America's formative years. The
1
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chapter then moves to a more detailed history of education within the American
Methodist movement in concert with its British roots. The chapter concludes with an
investigation of two of Bishop Daniel Payne's contemporaries and fellow advocates for
ministerial education, Joseph Price and Isaac Lane.
Evangelical Trends in Education
For many, theological education is "not a subject that readily comes to
mind ... when thinking about American evangelicalism." 2 This apparent discord between
the evangelical experience and ministerial schooling has a strong historical precedent. 3
Because of its "stress upon the new birth, vital piety, and holy living, evangelicalism has
generally been distrustful of formal learning and academic institutions." 4 The uniquely
North American evangelical take on pietism was the revival, which molded this historical
distrust of scholarly preachers. In addition to promoting a personal experience of
repentance and advocating holy living, the American evangelical revival also upheld a
specific style of leadership. Specifically, a successful religious leader was seen as "one
that was direct, personal, popular, and depended much more on the speaker's appeal to
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the audience than upon his standing in the social hierarchy." 5 It is also important to note
that theological seminaries are a relatively recent phenomenon, particular to the United
States. 6 The forerunner of seminaries in the United States was known as "reading
divinity," a ministerial apprenticeship program that prevailed in colonial America.
Rather than attend a school, a minister was considered eligible for ministry when he had
completed an apprenticeship. The apprenticeship included observation and participation
in ministry and intensive study of theology and Bible that exceeded this type of education
within Christian colleges.

7

The history of ministerial education within the Baptist tradition is a fine example
of this general trend of anti-intellectualism within nineteenth century evangelicalism.
The first Baptist seminary in America was founded in 1825 at Newton Centre,
Massachusetts 8 although Brown University, the first college founded by Baptists dates to
1764. 9 Yet, early nineteenth century Baptists were not supportive of a well-read ministry.
The Baptist movement strongly appealed to a less educated laity, especially in the frontier
where it enjoyed great success with this population. 10 A primary reason the Baptists
thrived on the frontier was their style of extemporaneous preaching. Many western
American Christians wanted "a preacher that can mount a stump, a block, or an old log,
or stand in the bed of a wagon, and without note or manuscript, quote, expound, and
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apply the Word of God to the hearts and consciences of the people." 11 This type of
preaching and effectiveness was deemed largely unconnected with formal education
among early Baptists.
Baptist anti-intellectualism was not limited to western frontier communities. In
the first decade of the nineteenth century, a group of Virginia Baptists rejected the claim
that a gifted and called man was qualified for ministry only after "he has gone the round
of academic studies-obtained a smattering of Greek and Latin-of Euclid and
Algebra-navigation and surveying-that constituted a Master of Arts-and studied six
months or a year." 12 The same Virginia Conference warned "[s]hould a period ever
arrive in which Baptist churches should confine the ministry to college men only, then
transmigration will be rapid, and other churches will be formed from them, as they have
been built up from all others who have adopted this practice. 13 In 1795, Isaac Backus
published a list of all Baptist ministers in New England. Backus's list of 232 included
only 13 degreed preachers. 14
In conjunction with a generalized anti-intellectualism, Baptists referred to a
concrete theological concern in rejecting formally educated ministers. Specifically, the
primacy of the pastoral calling to ministry in preparing a pastor seemed in jeopardy by
supporting formal education as the pathway to ministry. Baptists were especially fearful
of promoting converted but nonetheless uncalled ministers. 15 When a leading Baptist
educational planner, Jonathan Going, began to formulate a literary and theological
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institution of learning in New England, in 1819, he addressed these concerns. Going
emphasized that candidates for ministry would be required to clearly demonstrate their
experience with the "renovating grace of God" or conversion, joined with their assurance
that they had been "divinely called to this work [of ministry] by the secret eternal impulse
of the Holy Ghost." 16
This tension between formal education and evidence of a divine call can be seen
throughout the Baptist history of establishing seminaries. The speeches given at the
opening convocation of the Rochester Theological Seminary in 1853 accurately depict
common reservations and hopes concerning education among Baptist leaders of the
time. 17 Francis Wayland, the president of Brown University, spoke for three hours on the
topic of "The Apostolic Ministry," in which he denounced the inclination of seminaries to
widen the gulf between ministers and laity. Wayland proposed seminaries schooled a
small majority of the denomination who became elite leaders, divorced from the practical
needs of their constituents. Barnas Sears, Wayland's successor as president at Brown
University and former president of Newton Seminary, followed Wayland's speech with a
contrasting view. Sears asserted a minister's call appropriately distinguished them from
the lay members of the church. Furthermore, Sears held uneducated ministers, unfamiliar
with Christian apologetics, were ill-prepared to defend the intellectual traditions of the
Reformation.
Clearly, anti-intellectualism solidly characterized the nineteenth century
discussion of ministerial education in the Baptist tradition. Resting on a theology of a
16
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significant "call" experience and more practical frontier concerns, the majority of the
Baptist laity, themselves largely uneducated, rejected scholarly ministers. The Baptist
tradition provides a key context for essentially identical currents within the Methodist
Episcopal tradition in the nineteenth century and in Methodism's European heritage.
Ministerial Education in the Methodist Tradition
Bishop Daniel A. Payne was strongly attached to the Methodist tradition and
discipline. Therefore, ministerial instruction within the Methodist tradition, both in its
European roots and on American soil, deserves particular attention. Methodist preaching
arose in the American colonies among those formally untrained for the task. Philip
Embury, who had been a local preacher in Ireland prior to immigrating to New York,
formed a Methodist Society in 1766. 18 Another Irish immigrant, Robert Strawbridge,
held meetings in his log cabin in Maryland and formed a Methodist society between 1762
and 1766. 19 Captain Thomas Webb erected the first Methodist meeting house in the
American colonies in 1768 in New York. 20 Neither Strawbridge or Embury or Webb
were formally trained for the minister or ordained by any Christian denomination, yet
they established themselves as respected religious leaders in the American colonies. In
1769, the British Methodist Church sent preachers to assist these fledgling societies. The
first such preachers were Richard Boardman and Joseph Pillmore. Boardman and
Pillmore were soon followed by Francis Asbury, who was appointed as general assistant
in America in 1772. 21
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These British Methodists remained in the American colonies until they were in
danger due to Revolutionary currents. During the period before the Revolutionary War,
Methodist colonists seemed mostly concerned with securing the authority to perform
sacraments and largely unconcerned with securing formal ordination. Therefore,
"sacramental authorization ... appeared earlier and more dramatically than any widespread
recognition of need for educational qualifications. "

22

The very first Methodist

Conference held in the American colonies was at Philadelphia in 1773. The minutes of
this conference record sacramental limitations for American Methodist preachers, stating
"[e]very [formally untrained] preacher. . .is to strictly avoid administering the ordinances
of baptism and the Lord's Supper." 23
When the bulk of the British ministers departed in 1776, the remaining Methodist
preachers obviously abandoned such restrictions in response to the practical need to
administer the sacraments. 24 Preachers in Virginia and North Carolina formed a
25
committee to ordain ministers, after first ordaining themselves. The events of the

Christmas Conference of 1784 in England, which resulted in the American societies
becoming a separate and independent church, effectively erased the previous debate
concerning sacramental authority and opened the door for debate on the need for a formal
educational plan for American Methodist preachers.
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From 1816 through the mid-twentieth century, most Methodist pastors were
educated through the denomination's Course of Study rather than in theological
seminaries. The 1816 General Conference declared:
Although a collegiate education is not. .. deemed essential to a gospel
ministry, yet it appears absolutely necessary for every minister of the
gospel to show himself approved unto God. a workman that needth not to
be ashamed. Everyone, therefore, who would be useful as a minister in
the church ... should strive by every lawful means to imbue his mind with
every science which is intimately connected with the doctrine of salvation
by Jesus Christ, and which will enable him to understand and illustrate the
•
27
sacre d scnptures.
For many years ministerial candidates were required to demonstrate proficiency with
resources outlined by regional conferences to earn membership to the Methodist
Episcopal Conference. In 1848, the Church established a formal list which all
prospective ministers were required to master. This official inventory was called "The
Course of Study" and its readings were honored across regional conferences. 28 The
Course of Study included theological subjects such as interpretation of the Bible,
methodology, natural theology, comparative theology, historical theology, homiletics,
and ecclesiastical law in addition to liberal arts topics such as world history, logic and
rhetoric, psychology, and political economy. 29 The Course of Study saw a significant
change in 1860, when a special provision was made for those ministering to immigrant
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communities, particularly to congregations using languages other than English. 30 These
language courses multiplied steadily over the next four decades.
Throughout the nineteenth century and into the beginning of the twentieth
century, the Course of Study remained the common avenue of obtaining admittance into
Methodist assemblies. In 1893, over 3,500 ministerial candidates were following this
official Course of Study under the supervision of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 31 The
Methodist bishops released a statement as late as 1896 recommending the denomination
accept certificates of study from seminaries in place of the Course of Study. This change,
however, was not formally accepted until 1928. 32 The Course of Study continued to be a
way of qualifying for exemption from classes in Methodist seminaries until 1952, when a
seminary education became the norm. 33
The Methodist Episcopal Church did not establish a seminary on U.S. soil until
1847, which eventually became Boston University School of Theology." 34 Drew
Theological Seminary was later launched in 1867 at Madison, New Jersey. 35 Even with
the establishment of these schools of theology, Methodist laity did not expect their
ministers to earn a seminary degree and debate about their effectiveness continued to rage
throughout the denomination. Methodists saw seminaries as placing too much attention
on scholarship and too little attention to practical ministry, producing numerous ministers
who were "out of touch with ordinary people." 36 As late as 1906, many potential
ministers and lay members of the denomination also feared that a seminary education
30
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might weaken one's faith. Nevertheless, with the influx of new methods of biblical
exegesis in the latter part of the nineteenth century, "[b]y 1900 most Methodists did not
regard theological schools as unnecessary or as impediments" while still strongly
supporting the traditional Course of Study. 37
The Methodist American laity was not alone in their suspicion of degreed
ministers. Francis Asbury, the American Methodist's first bishop, openly questioned the
value of education for the pious and instructed itinerants to disregard formal education.
Asbury asserted,
Every candid inquirer after truth will acknowledge upon reading Church
history, that is was a great and serious evil introduced, when philosophy
and human learning were taught as preparation for a gospel ministry. 38
Asbury further reflected, a "simple man can speak and write for simple, plain people,
upon simple, plain truths," which was how he viewed the scriptural tradition. 39 As
bishop, Asbury warned Methodist preachers that "college-craft" and "priest-craft" would
be useless to them as they ventured out to preach the gospel. 40
Apprehension of education in the American Methodist Church had a firm model
in its European roots. The first Methodist Conference in England was held in 1744 and
the topic of education was indeed on the table. However, the assembled voted to delay
the question of founding a seminary until the next Conference. That Second Conference
held a year later, delayed the debate yet again. Not until ninety years later, in 1834, was
37
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the first Methodist seminary founded in England, the Hoxton Theological Institute. 41 At
the General Conference in 1746, John Wesley stated only three requirements
distinguished a preacher. Notably, education was not one of them. 42 However, Wesley
did have "misgivings about the lack of formal qualifications of his preachers." 43 Wesley
was convinced that lay preachers were as called to preach as educated clergy, yet he
encouraged all ministers to independently study various subjects. At the General
Conference on 1746 Wesley even recommended a list of books on the subjects of
theology, history, and the New Testament. 44 Selections included in this list where to be
"extracts from and abridgments of the choicest pieces of Practical Divinity which have
ever been published in the English tongue." 45 The emphasis of this independent education
was clearly functional; that is, preachers were to prepare for sermonizing and not
necessarily for ordination.
Opposition to formal education in the Americas reflected the continental tradition.
The Newbury Biblical Institute at Newbury, Vermont was founded in 1829 and is usually
recognized as the first Methodist theological school in the United States. 46 Hostility
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toward official schooling, however, was widespread. "[F]ormal educational training for
the young preachers [in the American colonies] was strongly rejected and the arguments
against theological schools widely heralded." 47 One creative nineteenth century critic of
ministerial education, Peter Cartwright, declared educated ministers were pale like
"lettuce growing under the shade of a peach tree" and even worse was their preaching
which he pronounced to be as awkward as "a gosling that had got the straddles by wading
in the dew." 48 Cartwright's colorful objection echoes a common concern --the potential
cooling of evangelistic zeal and neglect of the minister's personal piety. Another
argument against educating ministers came from the possible divide such a trend would
almost undoubtedly create. In the early nineteenth century, many young Methodists were
seeking a theological education in the seminaries of other denominations, notably
Lutheran and Presbyterian. 49 Accordingly, these younger formally educated preachers
differ from their older counterparts doctrinally. They also did not submit readily to the
authority of those intended to be in charge of their early practical training on the itinerant
circuit.so Arguing for denominational unity, many opposed admitting these educated
preachers into Methodist conferences. Lastly, nineteenth century Methodism was
booming in response to the successful revival movement and preachers were in short
demand. Therefore a more pragmatic argument against ministerial education couched the
years spent in formal study as a critical delay in commencing active ministry.s 1
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Dissenting Methodist voices were few but adamant. An editor of the Christian
Advocate, John P. Durbin, wrote an 1834 article entitled "An Educated Ministry Among
Us," which called on his fellow Methodists to rid "ourselves of our prejudices against
theological seminaries." 52 Durbin suggested education would not detract from a divine
call to ministry, but add to it. Accordingly, he insisted that all those undergoing
ministerial education should be "called of God to this work, and approved by the proper
authorities." 53 The New England Conference of 1837, evidenced other dissenting voices
in the Methodist movement. The Conference formed a "New England Wesleyan
Education Association" in an effort "to assist young men in obtaining education,
preparing for gospel ministry." 54 Furthermore, the "Wesley Institute Association,"
incorporated in 1839 at Boston, proposed a ministerial school be founded. 55 While the
Boston proposal was rejected by the New England Conference, the association's request
confirms that anti-intellectualism was not unanimous among Methodists of the nineteenth
century.
Two of Payne's contemporaries: Joseph Price and Isaac Lane
Nineteenth century anti-intellectual sentiments were one aspect of a general trend
towards populist control of religion which characterized the United States. In his text The
Democratization of American Christianity, Nathan Hatch maintains the development of
52
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evangelical Christianity was shaped by the assertiveness of "common people" who
"wanted their leaders unpretentious, their doctrines self-evident and down-to-earth, their
56
music lively and singable (sic), and their churches in local hands." Hatch further

proposes the process of democratization reflected an intense struggle for power and
authority over religious institutions. Overwhelmingly, common folk were the winners of
this largely class based struggle for authority. The anti-intellectualism detailed above
was just one trend which reflected populist ideology.

57

Not surprisingly, populist trends were equally echoed among black Christians.
Reflecting on the very personal experience of conversion and its central place in the
religious experience, many black Christians believed that faith, prayer and the Bible
could "see one through this life and into heaven." 58 Genuine love for biblical truths, true
faith, and a life of zealous prayer seemed in direct contradiction to a life of studying,
particularly higher education.
Richard Allen, the founder of the A.M.E. Church, believed higher education had
little positive impact on religion. For Allen it seemed that living a life of "reason" was
connected with education and contrary to a life of faith. For example, Allen told a group
of slaves that he was grateful that God had not "abandoned me to the dim light of my
own reason to conduct my happiness. " 59 While never explicitly arguing against higher
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education, Allen's distrust of "reason" was easily transferred to a general distrust of
erudition.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, avid dissenters began to reject populist
trends, including anti-intellectualism. The Methodist and Baptist denominations, who
had previously identified themselves as very much anti-establishment, had grown
wealthy. Second generation dissidents among various evangelical traditions hungered for
respectability and "yearned to recover a place of influence and respect, and they directed
their finest efforts towards building educational institutions."

60

Bishop Daniel Payne, of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, represented a
minority voice within his own denomination; Payne also reflected this growing backlash
to populism. Although he did not refute the importance of a called and inspired ministry,
he bemoaned the emphasis placed on ecstatic worship as the singular pathway towards
understanding truth. Payne complained that many of his contemporaries
.. .introduced their sermons by declaring that they had not rubbed their
heads against college walls, at which the people would cry, Amen:
they had never studied Latin or Greek, at which the people would
exclaim, Glory to God: they had never studied Hebrew, at which all
would shout.

61

In contrast to the populist ideology of his day, Payne advocated education as a
completion of piety and not in conflict with a fervent piousness. The content and context
of Payne's educational vision will be analyzed in the proceeding chapter, dedicated
exclusively to his career and theology. Payne, however, was not the only black religious
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leader to support higher education; the independent African Church movement produced
other populist dissenters. Two of Bishop Payne's contemporaries, Joseph Price of the
A.M.E. Zion Church and Isaac Lane of the C.M.E. Church, also publicly "claimed to be
advocates of higher education precisely because they were servants of the Lord." 62
Joseph C. Price was born in 1854 in Elizabeth City, North Carolina to a free black
mother and an enslaved father. Elizabeth City was a hotbed of slavery and in 1861
Price's mother took him and his siblings to New Bern, North Carolina, recently declared
free territory. Price studied at the Freedman's Lowell Normal School until 1871 when he
left the school to become the principal of a school for African Americans in Wilson,
North Carolina. After a few years he left this position and decided to pursue higher
education at Shaw College in Raleigh, North Carolina towards the goal of becoming a
lawyer. At Shaw Price had a significant religious experience at a campus revival, and
afterwards we joined the African Methodist Episcopal Zion (A.M.E. Zion) Church in
1884. Although Price recorded no specific call to preach, he was strongly encouraged by
powerful people within the denomination to pursue the ministry. Price then traveled to
Lincoln University in Pennsylvania where he graduated from the college department in
1879 and in 1881 from the theological department. 63
Price quickly became a powerful leader in the A.M.E. Zion Church and a
determined advocate for higher education. Previously, Bishop James W. Hood along
with a few other clergy members had opened and managed a small school called Zion
Wesley Institute, although it failed due to general hostilities within the denomination and
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mismanagement of funds .64 Price actually led his denomination to close Zion Wesley
Institute, but went on to found Livingstone College in Salisbury, North Carolina in 1881.
Price continued to enjoy the support of Bishop Hood who helped the former become the
new college's first president. Price died only 12 years later, in 1893. 65
Price specifically viewed education as a means of lifting blacks out of the social
disorder that characterized the South during Reconstruction. That is, Price understood
the value of education for blacks primarily as social and political, although he believed
the proper place for this education was under the auspices of the church. Price also
recognized the spiritual value of education although he did not emphasize those benefits.
Price was committed to helping blacks find a "heaven" in this life through education and
the "idea of social improvement was a major theme in [his] writings." 66 Price advocated
an educational program that he believed would led to the elevation of blacks in U.S.
society. Price explicitly wanted to make blacks "intellectually competitive with
intelligent whites" to counteract prevailing notions which promoted the image of blacks
as subhuman and an intellectually inferior race. 67
Price advocated education at several different levels as the key "remedy" for the
social and economic situation of the vast majority of blacks in the early nineteenth
century. 68 Therefore Price supported higher education, under the auspices of the
Christian church, for a ·select group of academically successful blacks who could then in
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tum combat illiteracy among other blacks. 69 Again, Price held that the primary value of
education for blacks was securing political power and economic stability.
In 1882 another leader in the independent African church movement, Isaac Lane,
founded what became known as Lane College, in the place of his birth, Jackson,
Tennessee. Lane was born a slave in 1843, the child of an enslaved women and a white
slave master, Cullen Lane. Lane remained on the plantation of his birth for some thirtyfour years, enjoying some special allowances as a "favorite" slave, such as a rudimentary
education. 70 Lane recalls his conversion in 1854 which was followed by a definite call to
preach. Lane petitioned the local Methodist church71 to be considered for a position as an
itinerant preacher but was refused. Instead Lane was granted a license to exhort. Lane
was among a group of black religious leaders who petitioned the Methodist General
Conference to become a separate denomination in 1870 and thus the Colored Methodist
Episcopal (C.M.E.) Church was conceived. 72 Lane did not become a C.M.E. bishop until
1873, however he continued to be a powerful force within the church traveling and
preaching.
As a C.M.E. bishop, Lane vigorously supported a broad program of education for
ministers and laity. In 1882, Lane paid $240 to secure four acres in his hometown of
Jackson which became the campus of Lane College, originally called C.M.E. High
School. Others, such as Bishop William Miles, had unsuccessfully implored the C.M.E.
church to erect schools, but found the denomination to be generally unsympathetic
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towards such endeavors. Lane, in addition to providing the initial financial investment,
physically assisted in the construction of the original buildings. 73
Isaac Lane advocated education as means of socially elevating the former slave
and of rejecting what he saw as the "false teachings" of slave religion. 74 Lane viewed
piety and moral living as a prerequisite of eternal salvation, and saw education as the best
method of enlightening the black race, whom he characterized as "spiritually and
morally" incompetent. 75 However, Lane equally stressed temporal realities for supporting
widespread education. He believed that "industrial education would play a vital role" in
promoting social, political and economic equality among the races. Specifically, Lane
insisted that because of the history of slavery, former slaves were in need of "all kinds of
education-industrial, academic, professional, moral, collegiate, technical." 76 Lane
College promoted all of these educational goals.
Although Bishop Daniel Payne was an educational visionary, he was not alone in
his opposition to the anti-intellectualism currents of the nineteenth century. Joseph C.
Price and Isaac Lane offer other examples within the independent African church
movement of educational pioneers. Yet, Daniel Payne's emphasis on a theology of piety
as the primary goal of education for all black Christians significantly distinguishes him
from Price and Lane. We now tum to an analysis of Payne's career and call to educate
and his unique and powerful educational theology.
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CHAPTER V
A PORTRAIT OF BISHOP DANIEL ALEXANDER PAYNE

As an adult, Bishop Daniel Payne was a small man weighing less than 100 pounds
known for his soft voice which was often "choked with emotions at family devotions.'' 1
Payne was a "man of high ideals, intense piety, strong conviction and studious habits"
throughout his life. 2 An early riser, Payne began his day at four in the morning and retired
around nine in the evening. Yet, he was not physically strong and suffered recurring
health problems throughout his life, especially troubles with his eyes. Payne was known
to maintain a careful regimen to conserve his strength, including a strict diet which was
low in meat and incorporated a colorless tea of cocoa. His penmanship was apparently
beautiful. 3 One former student and a temporary houseguest, Hallie Q. Brown, said
Bishop Payne "lived on earth but his conversation was in heaven." 4
Payne early educational and religious experiences inform his later commitment to
educating blacks in the United States. As the previous chapter demonstrated, Payne's
commitment to education rejected popular populist sentiments, most specifically antiintellectualism, common in varying evangelical communities of his time. While joined
by other dissenters, the current chapter reveals Payne's ultimate uniqueness-his
theology of education, founded on Methodist doctrine and theological currents widely
supported by nineteenth century theologians.
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Education and Career
Daniel Alexander Payne was born to free parents in Charleston, South Carolina,
on February 24, 1811. Payne's father, London Payne, "was a man of brown complexion,
of slender frame, and about five feet eight inches high." 5 London Payne was a devout
Christian and a local class-leader of the Methodist denomination. Payne recalled in his
memoirs that his father "was a faithful observer of family worship; and often his morning
prayers and hymns aroused me, breaking my infant sleep and slumbers." 6 London Payne
highly valued education; London punished Payne, even as a young child, for neglecting
his lessons. 7 Payne's father was born to free parents in Virginia. Payne identifies his
paternal grandfather as an "Englishman by the name of Paine," so presumably Payne's
paternal grandmother was a free woman of color. 8 London Payne was sold into slavery
in Charleston as a child and purchased his freedom as an adult. 9
Payne described his mother, Martha Payne, as "of light-brown complexion, of
middle stature and delicate frame." 10 Payne's maternal great-grandmother was a Catawba
Indian, a tribe historically associated with the Carolina regions. 11 Payne's maternal greatgrandfather was "a black man named Alexander Goings, who was remarkable for great
bodily strength and activity." 12 Martha Payne is also notable for her piety. In discussing
Martha's death by consumption, Payne describes her as "triumphant, even glorious." 13
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Both London and Martha Payne were members of the Cumberland Street Church
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and observation of his parents' religious devotion
significantly affected Daniel. 14 London dedicated Payne to God's service before he was
even born, "declaring that if the Lord would give him a son that son should be
consecrated to him, and named after the Prophet Daniel." 15 London and Martha twice
more dedicated Payne to the service of God, once at the Cumberland Street Church and
once in their home. 16 Both of Payne's parents died before he reached ten years of age.
After their deaths, Payne's great-aunt, Sarah Bordeaux, became his guardian and
continued his religious formation. 17
At eight years of age, the Payne's registered Daniel at the Minors' Moralist
Society in Charleston, a school that had been established in 1803 by free men of color.
Payne was only enrolled in the school for two years, after which he began three years of
private tutorship under Mr. Thomas S. Bonneau, "the most popular school-master in the
city." 18 Under Bonneau, Payne studied rhetoric and the histories of Greece, Rome, and
England, in addition to learning to spell, read, write, and "cipher." 19 Payne's formal
childhood education ended at age twelve when he was hired out to a shoe-merchant.
Although he did not work in that trade for long, Payne nevertheless continued in various
apprenticeships until he was a young man. He spent four and a half years working under
his brother-in-law, James Holloway, as a carpenter and served a brief stint as a tailor. 20
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Payne was well aware of southern racial prejudices and recorded several of his
personal experiences in his memoirs. One such incident, the Vesey insurrection,
occurred in 1822 at Charleston, South Carolina when Payne was only eleven years old.
This experience would ultimately shape "his perception of how slavery dehumanized and
corrupted the lives of black people. " 21 Payne recalls how the response to Vesey' s revolt
resulted in the deaths of innocent black men and women. The Charleston A.M.E. Church
had reportedly, but unsubstantially, supported Vesey and several of that congregation
were among those executed. Payne reflected that Vesey was only guilty of trying to help
blacks under slavery reclaim their personhood and firmly rejected the justice of Vesey's
death and the ban on the A.M.E. Church in Charleston. 22
As a young adult, Payne renewed his education. While working under his
brother-in-law, Payne became acquainted with what was then commonly known as the
"Self-interpreting Bible," by Rev. John Brown. Brown's success as a self-taught scholar
inspired Payne to pursue his education independently, Payne reflected,
[t]he reading of this [the Self-interpreting Bible] became the
turning-point of my life; for, after reading it, I came to the conclusion to
try and be what he [Brown] was. I said to myself: 'If Brown learned Latin,
Greek, and Hebrew without a living teacher, why can't I?' This question
was answered by: "I'll try." Up to that hour I had never seen a book in
Latin, Greek, or Hebrew; but I resolved as soon as I could get them to
study them. Meanwhile, I read every book within my reach ... 23
From then on, Payne undertook a rigorous program of self-study. John Brown's
biography and the Self-Interpreting Bible were fundamentally important to
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Payne's own pursuit of education. Payne also recalls other significant influences,
especially an experience of conversion and a divine calling, which propelled him
not only to pursue education for himself but for all African Americans.

While Payne recollects he was always moved by sermons and prayed
consistently throughout his childhood, he did not petition for membership into the
Methodist Episcopal Church until he was 15. 24 After his appeal, Payne began
religious training under his class leader, Mr. Samuel Weston. 25 Payne identifies
his conversion as occurring three years later, when he was 18 years old and the
Cumberland Street Church was undergoing revival because, "religion among the
members ... had waxed very cold." 26 Payne was one among many who dedicated
themselves during these meetings and he remembers he felt a "peace which
passeth all understanding and that joy which is unspeakable and full of glory."

A few weeks after his conversion, Payne received his famous "call to
educate" while praying. Payne wrote of the event in his memoirs,

I was in my humble chamber, pouring out my prayers into the listening
ears of the Saviour (sic), when I felt as if the hands of a man were pressing
my two shoulders and a voice speaking within my soul saying: '/ have set

thee apart to educate thyself in order that thou mayest be an educator to
thy people. ' The impression was irresistible and divine; it gave a new
direction to my thoughts and efforts. 27
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Thereafter, Payne dedicated himself to private study. He spent "every moment of leisure
to the study of books, and every cent to the purchase of them," selling the wares of his
carpentry training to meet expenses. 28 Still his brother-in-law's apprentice, Payne found
extra time for studying by eating his morning and evening meals quickly and devoting the
balance of the hour to reading. Payne read until very late in the evening and awoke at
four in the morning to read for two hours before he was required to begin his work. 29 At
nineteen, Payne left his regular job as a carpenter "for the life of an educator." 30

Payne's first employment as an educator was in 1829. Payne instructed the three
children of Caesar Wright in their home and earned a dollar fifty each month. 31 At night
Payne supplemented his income by teaching three adult slaves, which made his monthly
income only three dollars. 32 Payne was unable to support himself on such wages and after
a year he sought other employment. 33 Yet, Payne soon came to believe that he was
neglecting God's vision for his life as an educator and he soon reopened the school.
About his unique call, Payne wrote, "[i]n abandoning the school-room am I not fleeing
from the cross which the Saviour (sic) has imposed upon me? Is not the abandonment of
the teacher's work in my case a sin?" 34 Clearly, regardless of profits, Payne believed his
place was in the classroom and dedicated himself to that work.
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Payne reopening the school in 1830 and his second endeavor proved more
successful. Shortly after, Payne relocated his classroom because of the increasing
enrollment. He taught at this new location until 1835.

While Payne reportedly excelled in spelling and history as a young pupil and had
a decent command of arithmetic, his background was weak in "geography and mapdrawing, English grammar and composition." 35 Wanting to add these subjects to his
school's curriculum, he bought an atlas, studied it until he felt sufficiently versed in
geography, about six months. Concurrently, Payne "studied and mastered English
grammar" through self-study. 36 Payne then turned to studying botany, chemistry, natural
philosophy, and astronomy which he subsequently added to his course offering. 37 A
quick study, Payne mastered the Greek alphabet in only one day and within two more
days was able to translate the first chapter of the gospel of Matthew from Greek into
English. 38 In a similar manner Payne learned Latin and French. Payne also studied the
basics of drawing so that he was "able to produce a respectable flower, fruit, or animal on
paper and on velvet." 39

Payne's school continued to be successful, serving sixty students, although his
was not the only such school for free children of color in Charleston at the time. 40 Despite
his success, Payne's teaching methods and curriculum aroused suspicion among some
35
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Charleston residents who sought to close the school. These adversaries challenged that
41

Payne was "an impostor" who must "deal with the devil. " Perhaps most telling was the
objection to the content of Payne's curriculum, which some white citizens of Charleston
42

believed to only be suitable for "men trained in a college. " Presumably, they were
charging the content was inappropriate for young black children. 43 Payne interpreted this
local animosity as revealing that racist whites saw his education of blacks "as a threat to
their alleged intellectual superiority."
the Prince of Darkness."

45

44

Payne recalls the school's closing as the "hour of

Payne attributed the closing to this local unrest concerning his

curriculum and teaching methods, in conjunction with a South Carolina law, passed on
April 1, 1835. 46

When in 1835 South Carolina legislatively forbid the teaching of free and
enslaved blacks throughout the entire state, Payne was personally affected and deeply
troubled. Payne sought God's will in prayer but remained distraught. After sometime,
Payne had a dream which convinced him to continue his work as educator in the North
where he believed his mission would not be obstructed. Payne wrote about his dream:

I dreamed that I was lifted up from the earth, and without wings fled
toward the North. I was clad in my pink robe, which I always wore in the
school-room. Upon reaching the North I was all the time flying south of
41
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the chain of lakes which separate the United States from Canada. To and
fro along this line I was still flying in my teaching robes, till I awoke and
found myself still in Charleston. 47
While Payne believed it was his duty to leave Charleston at that time, he triumphantly
recalls that "[t]hirty years from the day I left Charleston, at almost the same day and hour,
I returned with a band of traveling preachers to commence missionary operations in
Charleston and elsewhere. With these preachers from the North, and some from my
native State, I organized the first South Carolina Annual Conference of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church." 48 He left Charleston in May of 1835. 49

Payne was initially introduced to the North in New York. He found that many
local Methodists were unsupportive of his goal to educate blacks in the United States and
was several times told to "go to Africa" if he wanted to teach those of his race. 50
However, Payne did not believe his mission was to Africans, and affirmed "I felt it my
duty to labor for the salvation of my race in the United States." Finding no support
among the Methodists, Payne eventually presented himself to the Lutheran Church and
found Rev. Daniel Strobel to be sympathetic to his mission. Strobel informed Payne that
a Lutheran Seminary, at Gettysburg, had recently "resolved to educate a talented, pious
young man of color for the intellectual, moral, and social elevation of the free colored
people in this country." 51 Reassured that he would not be pressured into ordination nor
steered towards African colonization, Payne decided to go to Gettysburg. Once Payne
arrived at the seminary, he reconfirmed with the seminary's president, Dr. S.S.
47
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Schmucker, that the society did not intend to "send [him] to Liberia."

52

Schmucker

53
established his supported abolition and not colonization.

While Payne was studying "German, Hebrew, Greek, ecclesiastical history,
mental philosophy, archreology (sic), and systematic theology," he did not neglect his call
54
to serve as a teacher of others. Payne held a Sunday-school class for local black

children in an old building close to the seminary. 55 In addition, he occasionally held
revivals, class-meetings, and organized "societies among the women for mental and
moral improvement." 56 Payne studied at Gettysburg for two years, but was prohibited
from graduating by a year long affliction that made reading nearly impossible.

Despite Payne's failure to matriculate, Dr. Schmucker offered Payne a ministerial
position with the Lutheran Church. While feeling newly called to ministry, Payne did not
accept the offer and made plans to leave for Philadelphia with the goal of aligning
himself with the A.M.E. Church. 57 Payne had previously been involved with an A.M.E.
community in nearby Carlisle, Pennsylvania, but had not desired to preach until he was
confronted with his eye condition. He wrote that "[a]fter my misfortune came upon me I
was lying upon my bed, lamenting and pondering over the future, when I felt a pressure
from on high that constrained me to say with the Apostle Paul: 'Woe is me if I preach not
the gospel!'" 58 However, Payne's unity with the A.M.E. Church was delayed as a friend
of his late father counseled him by that the denomination was firmly in opposition to
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educated preachers. 59 Instead, Payne assented to unite with the Lutheran Church, Franklin
Synod, was licensed to preach in June of 1837, and ordained about two years later in New
York. 60 After his ordination, at the age of twenty-six, Payne took his first pastoral
assignment, serving the Presbyterian Church in East Troy, New York "as there was no
work at the time in the Lutheran Church." 61 Payne served in East Troy for approximately
two years until he was required him to give up his pastorate due to illness.

62

After his ministry in East Troy ended, Payne relocated to Philadelphia. Payne
recalled he "selected Philadelphia as my field, because that of all the free cities had the
largest population of color. " 63 Payne turned to education once more, and in the beginning
of 1839 opened a school on Spruce Street, in Philadelphia. 64 Payne began with only three
students but after a year he testified that the pupils of two other "select schools in the city
taught by white men" had signed on at his school. 65 Payne continued to teach at his
Spruce Street school until the summer of 1843. While in Philadelphia, Payne came into
daily contact with prominent members of the local A.M.E. Church and became convinced
that despite his previous reservations, it was his "duty to become identified with" the
denomination. 66 Therefore, in 1841 Payne united with the Quarterly Conference of Bethel
Church, in Philadelphia. The following spring, he joined the Philadelphia Annual
Conference. The A.M.E. Church initially received Payne on a trial basis as a preacher.
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He was officially united with the A.M.E. Church in May of 1843 and soon after he began
his career as an itinerant minister. 67

In 1845, Payne relocated to Baltimore. In addition to pastoral duties, he again set
up a school. 68 Within one year, Payne was teaching approximately fifty pupils, most the
children of his parishioners.

69

The daily schedule required of Payne proved to be too

difficult and eventually he was relieved of his post as preacher and focused solely on
teaching. 70 In 1847, he led a committee at the General Conference to select land for the
purpose of building an institution of learning and prepare for learning. The committee
selected a location near Columbus, Ohio and proposed the institution be called Union
Seminary. 71

It was around this time, during a prolonged stay in Washington, D.C., that Payne
published his famous "Epistles on the Education of the Ministry." 72 While the content of
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the series is uncertain, the response among many of Payne's fellow A.M.E. members was
clear-the epistles were summarily rejected as "full of absurdities" and Payne was
branded a "devil." 73 The editor of the publication in which the Epistles appeared, Rev.
George Hogarth, wrote that "[g]reat fear is entertained by some that if the measures
proposed be adopted by the General Conference discord and dissolution will necessarily
take place in the Church between the ignorant and intelligent portions of it." 74 Payne's
letters prompted staunch opposition from many of his fellow A.M.E. leaders.
Yet, Payne was not without supporters, the most vocal and powerful of which was
Bishop Morris Brown. 75 For example, in response to the general climate of animosity,
Payne had resolved to skip the General Conference in 1845, but was encouraged by
Bishop Brown to attend. 76 Payne did attend the conference and despite the "vehement
responses by the clergy of several conferences," and the disruption of the General
Conference upon the presentation of Payne's "Epistles," Bishop Brown publicly put his
support behind them and swung the vote towards their acceptance. 77 Brown then asked
Payne to chair the General Conference's Committee on Education. As chair of the
committee, Payne was charged with "select[ing] a proper course of studies to be pursued
by young preachers in the future." 78 In this influential position, Payne advanced two
avenues of education for leaders within the A.M.E.--a two year program for exhorters and
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a four-year curriculum for preachers.79 Payne recalls that "from these labors may be
dated the efforts on the part of the young ministers generally for literary attainments." 80
Despite his involvement with spearheading Union Seminary and acting as chair of
the Committee on Education, Payne's advocacy of education within the A.M.E. Church
suffered a temporary blow when Bishop Brown died in 1850. 81 In Brown, Payne lost a
powerful advocate and mentor. As the official historiographer of the A.M.E. Church,
Payne spent the two years following Brown's death traveling widely and gathering
resources to fulfill his position. 82
Early in April of 1852, Payne concluded his historical research and attended the
General Conference, in New York. Payne, along with a Rev. Willis Nazrey, was there
elected and ordained bishop of the A.M.E. Church. 83 Hearing he was being considered
for the episcopate, Payne prayed for almost a year "that God would take away [his] life
rather than allow [him] to be put into an office for which [he] felt. .. so utterly unfit." 84
Still, Payne humbly accepted the position, recalling:
I trembled from head to foot, and wept. I knew that I was unworthy
the office, because I had neither the physical strength, the learning, nor the
sanctity which makes one fit for such a high, holy, and responsible
position. 85
Throughout his career, Payne strove to improve the "spiritual and moral lives of his
people," 86 especially the clergy of the A.M.E. Church. As a bishop, Payne's fervor
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intensified. Many of the ministers within the A.M.E. tradition were former slaves and
Payne openly rejected the tradition of slave religion as false teachings founded on
superstitious practices. Payne saw these ex-slaves who had risen to positions of
leadership as a threat to the denomination. In his later years as a bishop, Payne frankly
and publicly called such leaders "immoral," "ungodly," and "recreant" preachers who
87
effectively were motivating "the more intelligent members" to leave the denomination.

At times, Payne's intolerance of formally untrained ministers is worded harshly. He was
not above denouncing the "ignorance" he saw as rampant throughout the ministry of the
88
A.M.E. Church in the presence of those in whom he disapproved.

As a bishop, Payne advocated higher education with increased enthusiasm,
resulting most significantly in his involvement with the earliest years of Wilberforce
University. Payne's association with the events that led to the founding of Wilberforce
University and its subsequent incorporation under the A.M.E. Church have already been
detailed in chapter four of the present study and will not be reiterated here. However, it
should be noted that Payne devoted the remainder of his life to the service of the
institution and students of Wilberforce, in the capacity of teacher, president, and
fundraiser.
At Wilberforce, Payne was a demanding teacher and a strict disciplinarian. Payne
often denied admission to students who expressed concern with keeping school
regulations. To objectors of this policy, Payne reportedly said "we want quality not
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quantity." 89 In his role as president and educator at Wilberforce, Payne stressed piety,
scholarship, and character. 90
Hallie Q. Brown was one of Payne's students and a houseguest of two years
during her education. Brown wrote of her experiences with Bishop Payne:
His moral qualities were almost transcendingly beautiful. His soul was
ever mounting upward into its admiration for the beautiful, the true and
the good. His fine moral qualities were inspirational. We always felt that
we were in the presence of an earnest, self-sacrificing Christian man-one
of God's great men. 91
Brown further claimed "Wilberforce University and Daniel A. Payne are synonymous
terms. They are so interwoven they can never be separated. To know the life and
struggles of the founder is to grasp the history of the institution-hence, to know the one
is to be conversant with the other." 92 Therefore it seems that Payne's personal life,
spiritual goals, and educational fervor must be observed together in seeking an
understanding of Payne' person and the significance of Wilberforce as an institution.
Speaking for her fellow students and graduates of Wilberforce University, Brown
remarked, "Daniel A. Payne is to us education, and the spirit of our education is
embodied in Daniel A. Payne." 93 Payne was the president of Wilberforce from July 3,
1863 until 1876, when the "stress of literary work compelled [him] to give up the
Presidency of the University, his resignation being accepted with great reluctance by the
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Trustees. "94 During the thirteen years of his presidency, 1553 pupils were enrolled at
Wilberforce University. 95 In the institution of Wilberforce, and in the many roles he
played towards its success, Payne's call to educate ultimately came to fruition.

Payne's Theology of Piety and Education
As young adult, Payne was invited to travel to the West Indies and run the
business of a wealthy slave-holder. Trying to persuade Payne to accept the offer, the man
suggested that Payne ought to accept because more valuable than the wages he would
earn was the knowledge he would acquire. The man noted "[d]o you know what makes
96
the difference between the master and the slave? Nothing but superior knowledge. "

Rather than persuading Payne to accept the position, the slave-owner's words compelled
Payne to stay and pursue "that knowledge that constitutes the master."

97

Yet, despite this

practical impetus, Payne eventually began to believe he had a divinely commissioned
"duty to labor for the salvation of my race in the United States" through the promotion of
higher education. 98 Significantly, this quote points to a defining element of Payne's
understanding of education-the goal of Christian salvation.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the majority of Payne's contemporaries
associated Christian piety and spiritual success with a rejection of higher education. For
Payne, however, education and the pursuit of a higher piety were ultimately linked.
While Payne did not intend to promote Christian salvation as available only to the
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learned, he did uphold that education was the primary vehicle towards sanctification.
This doctrine of Christian perfection was one of three major theological premises Payne
used to refute his contemporaries' distrust of education. In addition to drawing heavily
on the Wesleyan notion of Christian perfection, Payne also accepted the unity of faith and
truth, at the time a highly popular position called rational orthodoxy. Lastly, Payne
stressed the themes of God's moral government and human moral agency in advocating
higher education for the Christian life. Using these major themes, Payne provided a
theological proof that not only rejected the perception of education as a threat to a life of
faith, but couched education as a necessity for the sanctified Christian life.
The doctrine of Christian perfection suggests that God's grace can result in a full
sanctification of the will, reason, and emotions of a fervent believer. Although
traditionally associated with Methodist doctrine, by the first half of the nineteenth century
the doctrine of perfection had spread far beyond the Methodist camp.Q9 Still, Payne drew
his understanding of Christian perfection from the writings of Wesley, and therefore
Payne reflects a uniquely Methodist accommodation of this theology. Payne studied at
Lutheran seminary, under the tutelage of its president Dr. Schmucker. Schmucker taught
a theology of perfection that conceptualized sanctification as occurring only in death and
after a life spent slowly progressing in holiness. 100 Payne rejected this notion largely in
consequence of his commitment to Methodist doctrine. Payne's 1861 article entitled
"Christian Perfection," clearly defines his understanding of perfection as a state available
to the devoted Christian in this lifetime. Payne wrote, "To be sanctified is to be renewed
after the image of God, by which a complete death of sin is effected, at the same time all
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relish for any and everything wicked is destroyed." 101 Payne seems to have wholly
adopted Wesley's image of a process through which all dedicated believer travels-a
process beginning in conviction and repentance, moving to conversion and then to
justification and finally sanctification. Payne, along with Wesley, is vague about exactly
when Christian perfection occurs, writing, "[j]ustification is an act of which takes place
all at once, sanctification is more or less progressive." 102 Still, Payne insisted that
sanctification occurred in one's lifetime, interpreting Jesus' Sermon on the Mount to
mean "What our Lord required was that his followers should as soon as it was
practicable, become full-grown Christians, or teleios (sic)." 103 For Payne, the vehicle
which promoted this-worldly perfection and denoted the mature Christian was education.
Payne also founded his theology of education on the then popular theology of
rational orthodoxy. Rational orthodoxy promoted reason and revelation as completely
compatible-that "reason could provide trustworthy arguments for the existence and
power of God, that it could discern God's presence in the natural order, that it could
prove the Christian Scriptures to be unique divine revelation, and that it could interpret
Scriptural truths." 104 While nineteenth century rationalists, Payne included, saw
revelation as above reason, the two were never in conflict. Payne thus placed great faith
in "sanctified reason." 105
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Payne's own understanding of rational orthodoxy was firmly influenced by two
theologians-Mark Hopkins and James McCosh, both of Princeton College.

106

Payne

incorporated from Hopkins the "grandiose idea that a deep comprehension of Christian
principles would usher in a 'perfect society' ." 107 From McCosh, Payne drew an
understanding of both reason and faith as essential for true comprehension of advanced
spiritual truths. While Payne exalted the fervor of the revival conversion experience in his
youth, he firmly rejected the implication that piety or conversion alone led to genuine
Christianity. 108 In fact, Payne most strongly rejected bodily and spirited worship as
"fanatical," "irrational" and "heathenish" and attributed such approach to spirituality as
an "unwillingness to see the unity of the intellect, faith, and revelation in rational
universe." 109 Payne used the metaphor of light to outline his understanding of rational
piety at the Philadelphia Annual Conference of 1853. Revelation, Payne contended, was
the "light" which guided one to God and righteousness, yet the Christian had to use both
faith and reason to genuinely capture that light for pious living. 110 "Sanctified
knowledge" came about through the unity of the heart and intellect and alone could
"unlock the mysteries" of creation and "appropriate the inexhaustible riches of that
wondrous book [the Bible]." 111 For Payne, the pathway to holiness required reason, faith,
and revelation.
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Lastly, Payne advocated a type of moral government and agency of humanity in
support of education. While historically accommodated in diverse ways, by the early
nineteenth century, moral government was being used to talk about human responsibility
and one's service to God's moral government through participation in divinely initiated
activities in this world.

112

Payne understood God as Moral Governor and proposed that

humanity was not created and subsequently left to its own devices; rather, while not
compelling obedience, God was daily involved in the affairs of humanity. Humanity was
given the "highest rank in the universe, moral agents."

113

As moral agents, humans were

gifted with intellect, sensibility, and will. I14 Thus, God provided humanity with the tools
of holy living and righteousness and a moral law to follow. Payne also accepted a
proportional relationship between how much knowledge and love one had for God and
one's relationship with God and other people. Accordingly, Payne advocated education
as the only way for ex-slaves to "overcome the spiritual and moral deprivation which
slavery had inflicted upon them" and "become the Christians and moral agents whom
God intended all people to be." 115
While Payne's theology of education and his advocacy of education for the sake
of piety dominated his writings, Payne did not deny education's practicality, specifically
for social mobility. In his essay, "Christian Perfection," Payne wrote:
The utility of Christian perfection, or sanctification, should well be
considered. By it a divine evidence of our stage as Christians is kept up,
also it [perfection] is necessary to usefulness in life, as it would be
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impossible for believers to succeed to the same extent without
sanctification as with it. .. 116
Payne further assumed that "[s]tudents who aspired after knowledge for its own sake
would, in fact, reap temporal benefits." 117 He counseled pupils to "plan for perfection in
knowledge ... and then, while you are busied in these God-like works, office, position,
true honor will seek you, find you and fasten themselves upon you." 118 Payne firmly
believed that, in addition to its theological importance, education would equalize social
and economic disparities among blacks and whites in American society. Clearly, Payne
did not suggest that education resulted exclusively in spiritual values, although it is true
that he sometimes "spoke as if education were designed only for spiritual
enhancement." 119
Comparing knowledge and gold, Payne wrote, "knowledge is more to be
desired and really more valuable than gold" and "a negro from whose intellect
knowledge shines forth like the sun light, is respected and cherished. In the
despotic regions of the South, he is indeed a power dreadful and dreaded." 120
Accordingly, as seen in a previous chapter, the curriculum at Wilberforce College
reflected Payne's vision of education. While social uplift was indeed secondary
to theological motives for undergoing rigorous study, not only were Wilberforce
students expected through their education to become better Christians but also
more productive and successful citizens.
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Despite these practical reasons for pursuing education, Payne firmly
rooted his support for education in theology. In examining Payne's educational
theology, it becomes clear that while Payne was in some aspects a revolutionary,
notably in his rejection of the anti-intellectualism that pervaded his day, he was
also very much rooted in his temporal context. The three major theological proofs
Payne offered for his advocacy of higher religious education, that is, Christian
perfection, rational orthodoxy, and moral government with human agency, were
all firmly accepted by the leading theological minds of the nineteenth century.
Payne , however, utilized these established currents in a revolutionary way; that
is, Payne used conventional theologies to characterize education as a necessary
vehicle in attaining higher righteousness, thereby rejecting another popular
theological model, anti-intellectualism.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Out of a general climate of resistance to white attempts at controlling black
religious experiences, the independent African church movement arose. The African
Methodist Episcopal Church, in tum gave rise to one of the pioneer educators of the
nineteenth century-Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne. While Payne experienced
resistance to his educational program withm the A.M.E. Church, over time he rose to the
position of bishop and denominational factions began to support his mission. As a
bishop, Payne played an integral role in the foundation and early years of Wilberforce
University and Union Seminary.
Numerous colleges were founded for the newly freed blacks after the Civil War
with their own underlying impetus. However, Wilberforce University was founded prior
to the Civil War due to other forces, some rooted in the slave system itself. That is, the
Cincinnati Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church supported a program of
education which was openly abolitionist in foundation. While Conference proceedings
do not specifically outline an abolitionist goals for the Cincinnati M.E. Conference's
educational program, one can assume they did not promote a colonizationist agenda.
First, it is clear that the A.M.E. Church's Ohio Conference had strenuously rejected any
cooperation with educational programs brought forth by members of the American
Colonization Society. Furthermore, Bishop Payne clearly rejected the colonizationist's
agenda and was actively involved with the institution from its inception. Therefore, we
can conclude that under the M.E. Church, Wilberforce University was "organized as a
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part of a general program of education to help bring about the much desired abolition of
the slave system."

1

The question remains as to why the M.E. Church's Cincinnati Conference
preferred to erect the institution in a locale other than its home city. An overview of
Cincinnati's racial climate in the early nineteenth century, provided in chapter three of
the present study, provides pertinent details towards answering this question. First,
Cincinnati was the home to proslavery and abolitionist sentiments--both were powerfully
represented. In addition, Cincinnati's economic and employment conditions strongly
influenced deep rooted racism among German and Irish immigrant populations. These
fervent racist sentiments were violently reflected in that city's numerous riots against its
black citizens and the strict enforcement of Ohio's Black Laws. Furthermore, the issue of
educating blacks was a controversial topic in nineteenth century Cincinnati, demonstrated
by actions taken against those admitting blacks into apprenticeship programs and proeducation efforts taken by students of Lane Seminary. The M.E. Conference of
Cincinnati was obviously aware of these sentiments and evaluated the city as an
inappropriate locale for the university it was to found. The location which was chosen, in
addition to being easily accessible from Cincinnati and Columbus, was geographically
removed from the former city's racial tensions. In addition, the Xenia area already
boasted a significant African American community when the Cincinnati Conference of
the M.E. Church selected the location. For all of these reasons, Wilberforce University
was founded in proximity to Xenia, Ohio.
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Ohio: Brown Publishing Co., 1941) 17.
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After its brief regime under the M.E. Church, Wilberforce became the property of
the A.M.E. Church and continued its education of blacks Christians. While certainly not
rejecting the benefit of education for the social and political uplift of black Americans,
Wilberforce University, under Bishop Payne, promoted distinctly spiritual goals. Despite
practical reasons for pursuing education, Payne championed education for theological
reasons. Utilizing accepted theological currents of nineteenth century American
Christianity, Bishop Payne constructed a theology which offered support for ministerial
education and rejected prevailing anti-intellectualist sentiments. Payne developed the
concepts of Christian perfection, rational orthodoxy, and moral government with human
agency to defend ministerial education. While leading theological minds of the
nineteenth century accepted all three of these concepts, Payne utilized them in a
revolutionary way. That is, Payne used conventional theologies to characterize education
as a necessary vehicle in attaining higher righteousness, thereby rejecting another popular
theological model--anti-intellectualism.
Payne was not completely unique in his support of higher education in the
nmeteenth century. The examples of Joseph Price and Isaac Lane, of the A.M.E.
Zion and C.M.E. Churches respectively, provide important comparisons in
analyzing Payne's mission and legacy. Like Payne, both Price and Lane
outspokenly supported higher education within the independent African Church
movement. Still, important differences distinguish these three pioneers. In
addition to preceding Price and Lane by several decades, Payne supported his
educational mission theologically and proposed the most significant benefit of
higher education for blacks was spiritual. Price and Lane, while accepting
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spiritual advances accompanied advanced instruction, couched higher education
as a means of promoting economic and political uplift. Neither Price nor Lane
offered a comprehensive theological defense of higher education.
Clearly, the African Methodist Episcopal Church gave rise to a pioneer
educator of the nineteenth century-Bishop Daniel Alexander Payne. Payne
utilized theological currents accepted by his contemporaries to argue against antiintellectualism and promote higher education for blacks. As fundraiser, president,
and instructor, Payne integrally contributed to the tenor of Wilberforce University
and achieved his life-long mission as an educator of his people.
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